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First Approval for Indication/First Biosimilar/Expedited or Breakthrough Review: No

Recommendation: Approval

 
BLA Number: 761215

Review Number: 1
Review Date: September 4, 2021

Drug Name/Dosage 
Form

Rezvoglar (LY2963016; insulin glargine-aglr); Injection, 3 mL single-
patient-use prefilled pen 

Strength/Potency 300 units (100 units/mL)
Route of Administration Subcutaneous injection
Rx/OTC dispensed RX
Indication All indications for U.S.-licensed Lantus
Applicant/Sponsor Eli Lilly Company
US agent, if applicable n/a

Product Overview: 

Rezvoglar (LY2963016; insulin glargine-aglr) is a long-acting human insulin analog indicated to improve 
glycemic control in adults and pediatric patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus and in adults with type 2 diabetes 
mellitus. Rezvoglar is a proposed biosimilar to U.S.-licensed Lantus. Rezvoglar is homologous 
with human insulin with the exception of a substitution of glycine for asparagine at position 21 of the A-chain, 
and two arginine residues added to the C-terminus of the B-chain. Rezvoglar is manufactured utilizing a 
recombinant Escherichia coli (E. coli) platform and is supplied as a 3 mL single-patient-use prefilled pen for 
subcutaneous injection.

Quality Review Team:

Discipline Reviewer Branch/Division
Drug Substance Xu (Michael) Di OBP/Division of Biotechnology

Review and Research (DBRR) 
III

Drug Product and Comparative 
Analytical Assessment

Xu (Michael) Di OBP/DBRRIII

Labeling Koung Lee OBP
Microbiology/Facility  Richard Ledwidge (Facility) 

/Virginia Carroll (Team 
Leader)

OPMA/DBM Branch 1

OPMA Team Candace Gomez-Broughton 
(DS and DP)/ Virginia Carroll 
(Team Leader)

OPMA/DBM Branch 1 
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Device/Prefilled Syringe Kathleen Fitzgerald; Rumi 
Young (TL)

CDRH /OPEQ/OHTIII/DHTIIIC

CMC Statistics Xiaoyu Cai, Meiyu Shen (TL) OB/DBVI
Application Team Lead Ram Sihag OBP/DBRRIII 
RBPM Grafton Adams OPRO

Reviewers of Biosimilar Multi-Disciplinary Evaluation and Review

 

Drug Product Name/Code/Type:
a. Proprietary Name: Rezvoglar and Rezvoglar KwikPen
b. Trade Name: Rezvoglar™
c. Non-Proprietary Name/USAN: insulin glargine-aglr
d. CAS Name: 160337-95-1
e.  INN Name: insulin glargine-aglr
f. OBP systematic name: RPROT: P01308 (INS_HUMAN); INSULIN 

[LY2963016]
         g. Lilly Drug Code: LY2963016

h. Other names: BIV (Basal Insulin Analog V), Insulin Basal Analog V, 
BIV-BHI

Communications with Sponsor:

Communication/Document: Date:
Information Request #1 June 14, 2021

Information Request #2 July 14, 2021
Information Request #3 August 2, 2021
Information Request #4 August 10, 2021

Regulatory Project Manager Shiva Salartash/Callie Cappel- Lynch
Nonclinical Reviewer Dongyu Guo
Nonclinical Team Leader David Carlson
Clinical Pharmacology Reviewer Xiaolei Pan
Clinical Pharmacology Team Leader Manoj Khurana
Clinical Reviewer Michelle Carey
Clinical Team Leader Michael Nguyen
Clinical Statistics Reviewer Roberto Crackel
Clinical Statistics Team Leader Yun Wang
Cross-Discipline Team Leader Michael Nguyen
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Information Request #5 August 13, 2021
Information Request #6 October 7, 2021

Submissions Assessed:

Submission: Date Received: Review Completed (yes 
or no)

BLA 761215 / 8 (response to 
information request #1)

June 21, 2021 Yes

BLA 761215 / 11 (response 
to information request #2)

July 28, 2021 Yes

BLA 761215/12 (response to 
information request #3)

August 10 and August 
20, 2021

Yes

BLA 761215/13 (response to 
information request #4)

August 24, 2021 Yes

BLA 761215/14 (response to 
information request #5)

August 24, 2021 Yes

BLA 761215/15 (response to 
information request #6)

October 12, 2021 Yes

Quality Assessment Data Sheet

1.  Legal Basis for Submission: 351(k)
2.  Related/Supporting Documents:

A. DMFs:

DMF# DMF Holder Item Referenced Letter of 
Cross-

Reference

Comments 
(status)

Yes Sufficient 
information 
provided in the 
BLA. 

Yes Sufficient 
information 
provided in the 
BLA. Defer to 
CDRH reviewer.  
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Yes Sufficient 
information 
provided in the 
BLA. 

Yes Sufficient 
information 
provided in the 
BLA. 

Yes Sufficient 
information 
provided in the 
BLA. 

Yes Sufficient 
information 
provided in the 
BLA. 

Yes Sufficient 
information 
provided in the 
BLA. 

Other documents: IND, Referenced Listed Drug, or sister application:

BLA 205692: LY2963016 is currently licensed under deemed 351(a) BLA

Consults: 
 CDRH for prefilled insulin pen injector
 Office of Biostatistics VI for evaluation of statistical methods used in the comparative analytical 

assessment.  

4.  Environmental Assessment of Claim of Categorical Exclusion: Eli Lilly requested a categorical 
exclusion from the preparation of an environmental assessment for LY2963016 in accordance with 21 
CFR 25.31 (c).LY2963016 is considered “naturally occurring in the environment” and, when exposed to 
the environment, is not expected to significantly alter the concentration of the substance, its metabolites, 
or degradation products in the environment. There are no extraordinary circumstances that may 
significantly affect the quality of the human environment. The methods employed in the manufacture of 
the biological product are in compliance with all applicable local, state, and federal environmental 
regulations. The Applicant’s claim of a categorical exclusion is accepted.
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Executive Summary

I.  Recommendations:

A. Recommendation and Conclusion on Approvability:

The Office of Pharmaceutical Quality, CDER, recommends approval of BLA 761215 for 
Rezvoglar (LY2963016; insulin glargine-aglr) manufactured by Eli Lilly. The data submitted in 
this application are adequate to support the conclusion that:

 The manufacture of Rezvoglar (LY2963016; insulin glargine-aglr) is well-controlled and 
leads to a product that is pure and potent  

 Rezvoglar (LY2963016) is highly similar to U.S.-licensed Lantus notwithstanding minor 
differences in clinically inactive components

 The strength, dosage form, and route of administration of LY2963016 injection are the 
same as that of U.S.-licensed Lantus prefilled pen

It is recommended that this product be approved for human use under conditions specified in the 
package insert.

B. Approval Action Letter Language:

 Manufacturing location:

o Drug Substance: 

Eli Lilly and Company 
Lilly Corporate Centre
Indianapolis, IN 46285
FEI Number: 1819470

Lilly del Caribe, Inc. 
12.3 KM 65th Infantry Road (PR05)
Carolina, Puerto Rico (PR), 00985
FEI Number: 3004525072

Lilly France
Z.A. – Centre de production, 
2 rue du Colonel Lilly,
Fegersheim, 67640,
France (FRA)
FEI Number: 3002807475

Reference ID: 4888652
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o Drug Product 

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, IN 46285
FEI Number: 1819470

Lilly France
2, rue du Colonel Lilly
67640 Fegersheim, France
FEI Number: 3002807475

 Fill size and dosage form

100 Units/ mL in 3 mL prefilled pen 
 Dating period:

o Drug Product: 24 months: 2-8 °C
o Drug Substance: months: °C

o Stability Option:

 We have approved the stability protocol(s) in your license application for the 
purpose of extending the expiration dating of your drug substance, and drug 
product under 21 CFR 601.12.

 Exempt from lot release:

o Yes
o Rationale, if exempted: Rezvoglar is exempted from lot release per FR 95-29960.

              
C. Benefits/Risk Consideration: 

Rezvoglar™ and Rezvoglar KwikPen (insulin glargine-aglr), referred to as LY2963016, is a 
proposed  biosimilar to U.S.-licensed Lantus (insulin glargine). Insulin glargine 
is a long-acting analog of human insulin. Rezvoglar is indicated to improve glycemic control in 
adults and pediatric patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus and in adults with type 2 diabetes 
mellitus as is approved for U.S.-licensed Lantus. Rezvoglar has the same strength, dosage form, 
and route of administration as U.S.-licensed Lantus pre-filled pen.

The LY2963016 manufacturing process and control strategy are sufficient and lead to a drug
product of acceptable quality to ensure drug safety and effectiveness for patients.

Reference ID: 4888652
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The data provided in the BLA support a determination that LY2963016 is highly similar to U.S.-
licensed Lantus notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive components.  All 
proposed manufacturing and testing facilities are acceptable based on their current CGMP 
compliance status and recent relevant inspectional coverage (see Sections III G Establishment 
Information and III H Facilities).

There is no reason to expect that the safety profile in any given patient would be different from 
that observed in U.S.-licensed Lantus. The immunogenicity assays remain unchanged and were 
previously evaluated by OBP assessor in BLA 205692.  The technical assessments are located as 
separate documents in DARRTS (see list at the end of this memo). The approval of LY2963016 
as an biosimilar to U.S.-licensed Lantus will increase treatment options for 
patients currently undergoing therapy for diabetes.

D. Recommendation on Phase 4 (Post-Marketing) Commitments, Requirements, 
Agreements, and/or Risk Management Steps, if approvable:

None

II. Evaluation of the Comparative Analytical Assessment 
A. Overview and Conclusions

The applicant provided results of the comparative analytical assessment (CAA) to support a 
demonstration that LY2963016 is highly similar to U.S.-licensed Lantus

Critical quality attribute (CQA) assessment was used to identify appropriate analytical methods for the 
CAA. The applicant used Quality Risk Management principles, and indicated they also applied 
knowledge from their other insulin products, to assess quality attribute criticality. The attributes tested 
using quantitative assays were evaluated using quality ranges calculated to account for reference product 
manufacturing variability and assay variability. One attribute (Biological Identity) was evaluated using 
both equivalence testing and the quality range method. The attributes tested using qualitative assays 
were evaluated using graphical representation and data tables. Additionally, for attributes measured by 
multiple orthogonal methods amenable to statistical assessment of quality ranges, at least one method 
was evaluated using the quality range approach, and the rest were evaluated using graphical and/or data 
table comparisons. Results from method validation or qualification studies support the suitability of the 
methods used in the comparative analytical assessment. The data analysis strategy used by the applicant 
is consistent with the recommendations FDA provided during product development and in the FDA 
Guidance for Industry, Development of Therapeutic Protein Biosimilars: Comparative Analytical 
Assessment and Other Quality-Related Considerations (May 2019). 

A total of 21 independent LY2963016 DP lots manufactured between 2010 to 2020 were used in the 
CAA. All the DP lots used in the CAA were manufactured using the commercial manufacturing process. 
The CAA included development lots, clinical lots, process validation lots, stability lots, and commercial 
lots. The DP lots were manufactured by pooling multiple independent DS lots. The pooling strategy for 
DS lots is acceptable because it represents the routine DP manufacturing practice at the two DP 
manufacturing sites. Thirteen U.S. licensed-Lantus lots were used in the CAA.  The CAA included the 
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U.S. licensed-Lantus lots used in the comparative non-clinical studies. The PK/PD similarity study 
ABEO was conducted in 2012 and compared U.S.-licensed Lantus to LY2963016 in healthy subjects. 
The U.S. licensed-Lantus lot 1F638A used in the study ABEO conducted in 2012 was not included in 
the CAA study.  The 13 U.S.-licensed Lantus lots used in the CAA had expiry dating between 2012 and 
2023, which bracketed the expiry date of lot 1F638A (October 31, 2013). The release results from 10 out 
of 13 U.S.-licensed Lantus lots demonstrated that the historical and contemporary lots were comparable, 
indicating consistent quality of U.S. licensed-Lantus lots.  Based on the evaluation of data presented in 
this BLA and a risk assessment performed by the FDA product quality assessment team, the team 
concluded that not including data for the U.S.-licensed Lantus lot 1F638A in the comparative analytical 
assessment is justified and does not preclude a demonstration that LY2963016 is highly similar to U.S.-
licensed Lantus.

The age of DP lots used at the time of analytical testing allowed for a meaningful comparison to support 
the CAA. All U.S. licensed-Lantus lots were tested before their expiration dates. LY2963016 lots 
selected for the CAA are within and span across 24 months shelf life. The comparative analytical studies 
were performed using appropriate orthogonal analytical methods for each quality attribute, which 
included testing for protein concentration, purity, product-related impurities, primary and higher order 
structure, and functional activities. The methods were adequately validated or qualified to support that 
the methods were scientifically appropriate and suitable for their intended use. The applicant also 
performed comparative forced degradation studies using an appropriate variety of forced degradation 
conditions, including thermal, high and low pH, light, oxygen, freeze/thaw, and chemical stresses 
(hydrogen peroxide and metals). Stability studies were conducted to compare the rates and pathways of 
degradation for LY2963016 and U.S. licensed-Lantus under both long-term (5˚C) and accelerated 
(30˚C) stability storage conditions. The applicant used quality ranges defined by mean ±1.5 x the 
standard deviation observed for U.S.-licensed Lantus as acceptance criteria for quality range attributes; 
appropriate justification was provided for the proposed approach. Attributes assessed by visual 
comparison of results were appropriately justified.

The comparisons of process-related impurities, such as host cell protein (HCP), host cell DNA (HCD), 
 

 were not included as part of the CAA because the manufacturing process of 
LY2963016 was demonstrated to have a robust capacity to consistently remove these process-related 
impurities to acceptable ranges. This approach is appropriately justified.  

The strength of U.S.-licensed Lantus is labeled in units per unit volume (100 units/mL) and is available 
in 3 mL single-patient use prefilled pens. The Applicant is seeking approval of LY2963016 for this same 
strength and presentation as U.S.-licensed Lantus. LY2963016 has the same route of administration and 
is the same dosage form as U.S.-licensed Lantus. Comparative concentration and potency were 
evaluated as part of the CAA,  

 
support a demonstration that LY2963016 has the same strength as U.S.-licensed Lantus prefilled pen. 

In conclusion, based on our assessment, the comparative analytical data support a demonstration that 
LY2963016 is highly similar to U.S.-licensed Lantus, notwithstanding minor differences in clinically 
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inactive components. While differences were observed in a limited number of attributes, these do not 
preclude a demonstration that LY2963016 is highly similar to U.S.-licensed Lantus.

B. Comparative Analytical Results

The comparative analytical data submitted in this application support a demonstration that LY2963016 
is highly similar to U.S.-licensed Lantus. The results are summarized in Table 1 below.

Physicochemical/Functional 
Characteristics

Quality Attribute Assessed Supports a 
Demonstration of 
Highly Similar?

Assay (U/mL) Potency (Protein concentration)/identity by RP-
HPLC

Yes

Impurities (%) Total impurities Yes
B chain [Asu3] (%) Specific impurity Yes
HMWP (%) Impurities Yes
Meta-cresol (mg/mL) Meta-cresol content Yes
Zinc (mg/100 U) Zinc content by Atomic Absorption by 

Spectrometer
Yes

pH pH Yes
Biological Identity (release) Biological Identity (Cell-based reporter gene 

assay)
Yes

N-terminal sequencing Yes
Intact Mass Yes

Primary Structure

Peptide Mapping LC-MS analysis Yes
Secondary Structure: Far-UV Circular 
Dichroism 

Yes

Tertiary Structure:  Near-UV Circular 
Dichroism

Yes

Tertiary Structure: 1D and 2D NMR Yes

Higher Order Structure

Quaternary Structure: Static and dynamic light 
scattering (DLS)

Yes

In Vitro Precipitation 
Characteristics

Amount of precipitate recovered from the initial 
dose

Yes

Biological potency 
(characterization study)

Biological Identity (Cell-based reporter gene 
assay)

Yes

Insulin Receptor-A binding assay Yes
Insulin Receptor-B binding assay Yes
insulin-like growth factor-1 binding assay Yes
Insulin Receptor A Phosphorylation Assay Yes
Insulin Receptor B Phosphorylation Assay Yes

Biological Functionality 
Assays

Cell Proliferation Assay using Sao-2 cells Yes

Reference ID: 4888652
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Cell Proliferation Assay using H4IIE cells Yes
3T3-L1 Mouse Adipocytes Lipogenesis Assay Yes

C.   Analytical Studies to Support the Use of a Non-U.S.-Licensed Comparator Product

Not applicable. Data generated from studies using EU-approved Lantus were not used to support a 
demonstration of biosimilarity. Therefore, the analytical testing results from EU-approved Lantus 
submitted in the BLA were not assessed, as there was no need to establish an adequate scientific bridge. 

D. Assessment of Comparative Analytical Study Results 

Comparative analytical acceptance criteria were met for all attributes with the following exceptions:

Assay test: A scatter plot of results from the Assay test, (an RP-HPLC method with UV detection used 
to calculate protein concentration, absorbance measured at 214 nm) for U.S.-licensed Lantus and 
LY2963016 DP lots is presented below.

Solid lines depict the quality range (QR) established for U.S.-licensed Lantus.

Reference ID: 4888652
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The results of the Assay test consistently showed that U.S-licensed Lantus lots had slightly higher 
protein concentration than the LY2963019 lots manufactured from Lilly Indianapolis, Lilly France and 

 sites. The applicant presented data that demonstrated that the observed 
difference in protein concentration is related to the presence of sodium citrate in the U.S.-licensed 
Lantus lots, which is not present in the LY2963016 formulation. The Information Leaflet of Ph. Eur 
insulin glargine reference standard1 indicated that the compendial insulin glargine reference standard 
derived from drug substance Batch 5 donated by Sanofi contained 2% citrate. The ion chromatography 
and NMR data also confirmed the presence of and helped support quantitation of the levels of citrate in 
U.S.-licensed Lantus as discussed in the Product Quality primary review. 

For measurement of protein concentration and potency2 of U.S.-licensed Lantus, Lilly uses an in-house 
Assay test and an in-house reference standard that does not contain citrate. The Assay detects both 
protein and citrate at the 214 nm wavelength. As part of the CAA, Lilly provided Assay data indicating 
that the potency of a batch of U.S.-licensed 100 U/mL Lantus yields a potency of 102 U/mL when tested 
using Lilly’s in-house Assay test and in-house reference standard. Because LY2963016 lots do not 
contain citrate and the data were generated using an in-house standard without citrate, the LY2963016 
results are lower than for U.S.-licensed Lantus lots by an amount proportional to the difference in citrate 
between the two products. Lilly also provided Assay data for one LY2963016 batch against two 
different standards. Potency was calculated as ~98 U/mL when based on the Ph. Eur citrate-containing 
standard and ~100 U/mL when based on the in-house standard. This further suggests that there is no true 
difference in protein concentration between the two products but that the presence of citrate in U.S.-
licensed Lantus introduces a bias in the Assay results. Because the same Assay test is used to measure 
potency and protein concentration, these results indicate that the protein concentration difference 
observed between LY2963016 and U.S.-licensed Lantus (Fig. Q2-1) is likely due to the presence of 2% 
citrate in the U.S.-licensed Lantus lots. The review team has concluded that LY2963016 and U.S.-
licensed Lantus have similar protein concentration and potency. 

In addition, the applicant used Biological Functionality assays to demonstrate that LY2963016 and U.S.-
Licensed Lantus lots have similar potency.  The biological functional activity of LY2963016 and U.S.-
licensed Lantus was compared using a panel of 8 biological functional assays, including binding affinity 
of insulin receptor A and B (IR-A and IR-B) and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) receptor, 
autophosphorylation of IR-A and IR-B, metabolic de novo lipogenesis activity, and mitogenic potential 
(See table in Section B above). 

The results of the biological functionality assays show that LY2963016 and U.S.-licensed Lantus lots 
have similar potency. 

1 Found at: https://crs.edqm.eu/db/4DCGI/leaflet?leaflet=Y0001544_1 
2 Potency is calculated as:  assay (U/mL) = assay (mg/mL) * 27.49 U/mg.  The constant (27.49 U/mg) used by Lilly is 
calculated from the previously published conversion factor for US-Lantus (0.03679 mg/100 U) and it is in alignment with the 
USP monograph for insulin glargine (1 USP insulin glargine unit is equivalent to 0.0364 mg of pure insulin glargine), found 
at https://www.uspnf.com/sites/default/files/usp_pdf/EN/USPNF/iras/insulinglargine.pdf.
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The review team has concluded that LY2963016 and U.S.-licensed Lantus have similar protein 
concentration and potency.
 
Overall, given the above, we conclude that data and information provided support a finding that 
LY2963016 is highly similar to U.S.-licensed Lantus, notwithstanding minor differences in clinically 
inactive components.

E. Same Strength 

LY2963016 has the same dosage form and route of administration as U.S.-licensed Lantus.  Eli Lilly is 
seeking approval of 100 units/mL LY2963016 in 3 mL single-patient-use prefilled pen for subcutaneous 
administration. U.S.-licensed Lantus is available at the strength of 100 units/ mL in 3 mL single-patient-
use prefilled pen for subcutaneous administration. Comparative concentration in units/mL (which is 
based on mg/ mL protein concentration) was assessed as part of the CAA. The deliverable volume (3.0 
mL) and fill weight data were assessed as part of manufacturing process controls. Based on the 
comparative concentration and manufacturing data, the proposed presentation of LY2963016 has the 
same total content of drug substance in units of mass in a container (3 mL) and the same concentration 
of drug substance in units of mass per unit volume as the corresponding presentation of U.S.-licensed 
Lantus (100 units/ mL). The strength of the LY2963016 prefilled pen is the same as that of U.S.-licensed 
Lantus.  

III. Summary of Quality Assessments:

A. CQA Identification, Risk and Lifecycle Knowledge Management

A summary of critical quality attributes and the associated control strategies for attributes that are 
relevant to both Drug Substance and Drug Product is presented below in Table 1. For additional 
information, see the primary reviews, including the Drug Substance and Drug Product Quality Review 
by OBP/DBRRIII and the Drug Substance and the Drug Product Microbiology Review by OPMA 
uploaded in CDER Panorama Platform.

Table 1: Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient CQA Identification, Risk and Lifecycle Knowledge 
Management 

CQA (type) Risk Origin Control Strategy Other
High Molecular 
Weight Proteins 
(HMWPs)

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process, Stability

N/A

Reference ID: 4888652
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Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process 

 

N/A

 

Safety and 
Efficacy

Manufacturing 
process  

 
 
 

 

N/A

Deamidated 
variants

Efficacy Manufacturi
ng process

N/A

Clipped variants Efficacy Manufacturi
ng process

N/A

Reference ID: 4888652
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Potency (protein 
content)

Efficacy Intrinsic to 
the 
molecule,
Manufacturi
ng process

N/A

Identity Safety and Efficacy Intrinsic to 
the molecule

N/A

B. Drug Substance Quality Summary

CQA Identification, Risk, and Lifecycle Knowledge Management

A summary of the critical quality attributes and the control strategy that is relevant specifically to the 
Drug Substance is shown below in Table 2. For additional information, see the OPQ primary technical 
reviews uploaded in Panorama.

Table 2: Drug Substance CQA Process Risk Identification and Lifecycle Knowledge Management.

CQA (type) Risk Origin Control Strategy Other
Residual solvent Safety Manufacturing 

process
N/A

Reference ID: 4888652
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 Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process

N/A

Stability and 
Efficacy

Added 
during 
manufactur
ing process

N/A

Host cell protein Safety Fermentation N/A

Efficacy N/A

Assay (potency and 
content)

Efficacy Manufacturing 
process

N/A

High molecular 
weight proteins

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process, Stability

N/A

Total Impurities Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process, Stability

N/A

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process

N/A

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process

N/A

Reference ID: 4888652
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Largest 
Unspecified 
Impurity

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process

N/A

Bacterial endotoxin Safety and Purity Raw material and 
manufacturing 
process

N/A

Bioburden (Total 
aerobic count)

Safety, Purity and 
Efficacy 

Raw material and 
manufacturing 
process

N/A

• Description: LY2963016; insulin glargine-aglr is a long-acting analog of human insulin with 53 
amino acids in 2 chains. The A chain is composed of 21 amino acids and the B chain is composed of 32 
amino acids that are connected by 2 interchain disulfide bonds. In addition, the A chain has a single 
intra-chain disulfide linkage. The primary sequence of insulin glargine-aglr differs from that of human 
insulin by 3 amino acids: asparagine at position 21 instead of glycine of chain A and 2 arginine residues 
added to the C-terminus of the B chain.

• Mechanism of Action (MoA): LY2963016 (insulin glargine-aglr) is a long-acting analog of 
human insulin. The primary activity of insulin glargine-aglr is regulation of glucose metabolism. Insulin 
glargine-aglr lowers blood glucose levels by stimulating peripheral glucose uptake, especially by 
skeletal muscle and fat, and by inhibiting hepatic glucose production. Insulin glargine-aglr inhibits 
lipolysis in adipocytes, inhibits proteolysis and enhances protein synthesis.

• Assay (Potency): Potency of LY2963016 (insulin glargine-aglr) DS is determined by RP- HPLC 
where the area of the main peak is used to calculate the protein content as % w/w. Potency is reported in 
Units/mg where 0.0364 mg of insulin glargine-aglr DS is equal to 1 Unit. As discussed above in section 
II, this test consistently yielded slightly lower potency values for LY2963016 lots as compared to U.S.-
Licensed Lantus. However, the applicant used 8 additional biological functionality assays including 
binding affinity of insulin receptor A and B (IR-A and IR-B) and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) 
receptor, autophosphorylation of IR-A and IR-B, metabolic de novo lipogenesis activity and mitogenic 
potential which demonstrated that LY2963016 and U.S.-licensed Lantus lots have similar potency.

• Reference Materials:

Reference ID: 4888652
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• Critical starting materials or intermediates: 

• Manufacturing process summary: 

Reference ID: 4888652
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• Container closure:  

 

• Dating period and storage conditions: The dating period of DS at °C is months.

C.    Drug Product Quality Summary:

A summary of the identification, risk, and lifecycle knowledge management for drug product CQAs that 
derive from the drug product manufacturing process and general drug product attributes is provided 
below in Table 3.

Table 3: Drug Product CQA Identification, Risk, and Lifecycle Management

CQA (type) Risk Origin Control Strategy Other
Assay (potency and 
protein content)

Efficacy Intrinsic to 
the molecule,
manufacturin
g process

N/A

Total Impurities Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process, 
Stability

N/A

High molecular 
weight proteins

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process, 
Stability

N/A

Reference ID: 4888652
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Specified 
Impurity: B chain 
[Asu3]

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process, 
Stability

Impurities: Largest 
Unspecified 
Impurity

Safety and Efficacy Manufacturing 
process, 
Stability

Metacresol Safety, stability Formulation N/A

pH Stability Formulation N/A

Zinc content Efficacy Formulation N/A

Sterility Safety, Purity 
and Efficacy

Manufacturing 
process

N/A

Description 
(Appearance)

Stability Formulation N/A

Extractable Volume Efficacy Manufacturing 
process (filling) 

Reference ID: 4888652
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Bacterial 
Endotoxins

Safety, Purity Raw materials, 
manufacturing 
process

N/A

Container Closure 
Integrity

Safety, 
Stability

Breach during 
manufacture or 
storage

N/A

Particulate matter Safety and 
Efficacy

Formulation, 
filling, stability

N/A

Dose Accuracy 
(pen)

Efficacy Pre-filled pen N/A

Functional Test Efficacy Pre-filled pen N/A

Glide Force Efficacy Pre-filled pen N/A

• Potency and Strength: Potency of the DP is determined using a RP-HPLC assay. The strength of 
the DP is 100 Units/mL in a 3 mL pre-filled pen.

• Summary of Product Design:  LY2963016 is supplied as a 3 mL pre-filled pen, also referred to 
as Kwikpen. The primary container closure of the pre-filled pen is a cartridge.

• List of Excipients: Excipients include m-cresol (2.7 mg/mL), glycerol (17 mg/mL), zinc (30 
ug/mL), hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, and water for injection to 1 mL.

• Reference Materials: Reference material used for DP is the same as for DS. 

• Manufacturing process summary:  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

• Container closure: 
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• Dating period and storage conditions: The date period of DP at 5°C is 24 months. 

• List of co-package components, if applicable: n/a

D. Biopharmaceutics Considerations: None

E. Novel Approaches/Precedents: No.

F. Any Special Product Quality Labeling Recommendations: No

G.  Establishment Information:

Overall Recommendation:
Function Site 

Information
DUNS/FEI 

Number
Preliminary 
Assessment

Inspectional 
Observations

Final 
Recommendation

DRUG SUBSTANCE
Master and 
Working Cell 
Banks Storage
Drug substance 

 
 

Storage
All QC testing

Eli Lilly and 
Company
Lilly 
Corporate 
Center
Indianapolis, 
IN 46285

FEI: 1819470
DUNS: 
006421325

None None Acceptable

Master and 
Working Cell 
Banks Storage
Fermentation and 

 
 

Storage

Lilly del 
Caribe, Inc.
12.3 KM 65th 
Infantry Road 
(PR05)
Carolina, 
Puerto Rico 
(PR), 00985

FEI: 
3004525072
DUNS: 
828519616

None None Acceptable

Reference ID: 4888652
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Bioidentity test Lilly France
Z.A. – Centre 
de production,

2 rue du 
Colonel Lilly,
Fegersheim, 

67640,
France (FRA)

FEI: 
3002807475 
DUNS: 
395346919

None None Acceptable

DRUG PRODUCT
Function Site (s) 

Information
DUNS/FEI 

Number
Preliminary 
Assessment

Inspectional 
Observations

Final 
Recommendation

Manufacture of 
DP filled glass 
cartridge
Assembling 
and labeling of 
pre-filled pen 
injector
Commercial 
packaging and 
product release 
DP stability 
QC testing

1. Eli Lilly 
and Co.
Indianapolis, 
IIN 46285

2. Lilly France
2, rue du 

Colonel Lilly
67640 

Fegersheim, 
France

1. FEI: 
1819470
DUNS: 
006421325
2. FEI: 
3002807475 
DUNS: 
395346919

None

None

None

None

Acceptable

Acceptable

H. Facilities: 

Adequate descriptions of the facilities, equipment, environmental controls, cleaning and 
contamination control strategy were provided for Lilly Indianapolis, Lilly France and Lilly del 
Caribe (FEIs 1819470, 3002807475 and 3004525072, respectively) proposed for DS and DP 
manufacture. All proposed manufacturing and testing facilities are acceptable based on the 
inspection waivers issued by the Agency for the following sites:

Lilly del Caribe, Inc., Carolina, Puerto Rico FEI: 3004525072
Lilly France, Fegersheim France, FEI: 3002807475
Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, IN FEI: 1819470

I. Lifecycle Knowledge Management:

a. Drug Substance:

i. Protocols approved: 
DS and DP primary stability protocols
DS and DP post-approval (annual) stability protocols 
Qualification protocol for new secondary reference standard

Reference ID: 4888652
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Requalification (stability) protocols for current secondary reference standard

ii. Qualification protocol for new working cell bank Requalification (stability) 
Protocols for master and working cell banks Outstanding review issues/residual 
risk: None

iii. Future inspection points to consider: None

b. Drug Product

i. Protocols approved: Stability protocol for the extension of shelf life, annual 
stability protocol.

ii. Outstanding review issues/residual risk: None
iii. Future inspection points to consider: None

IV. Review documents related to this Executive Summary:

o Drug substance quality review by Xu Di, PhD (OPQ/OBP/DBRR III)
o Drug product quality review by Xu Di, PhD (OPQ/OBP/DBRR III)   
o Comparative Analytical Assessment review by Xu Di, PhD (OPQ/OBP/DBRR III)
o Drug substance and Drug product microbiology review by Candace Gomez-Broughton, PhD

(OPQ/OPMA/DBM)
o Establishment inspection [Inspection waiver evaluation] Richard Ledwidge (OPQ/OPMA/DBM)
o Labeling review by Koung Lee, PhD (OPQ/OBP)  

Reference ID: 4888652
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3.2.R Comparative Analytical Assessment  
 
The data provided in Section 3.2R support the following conclusions: 
 

1. Analytical comparison of Lilly’s proposed biosimilar drug product (DP) 
LY2963016and U.S.-licensed Latus supports a determination that LY2963016 is 
highly similar to U.S.-licensed Lantus. Hereafter, U.S.-licensed Lantus will be 
referred to as Lantus-U.S. and E.U.-approved Lantus will be referred as Lantus-E.U. 

 
2. A total of 21 independent LY2963016 drug product (DP) lots manufactured between 

2010 to 2020 were used in the comparative analytical assessment (CAA). All the DP 
lots used in the CAA were manufactured using the commercial manufacturing 
process. The CAA included development lots, clinical lots, process validation lots, 
stability lots, and commercial lots. The DP lots were manufactured by pooling 
multiple independent drug substance (DS) lots. The pooling strategy for DS lots is 
acceptable because it represents the routine DP manufacturing practice at the two 
DP manufacturing sites. Thirteen Lantus-U.S. lots were used in the CAA. Although 
the Lantus-U.S. lots used in the comparative non-clinical studies were appropriately 
included in the CAA, Lantus-U.S. lot 1F638A used for clinical study in 2012 was not 
included in the CAA study. However, the lack of data for Lantus-U.S. lot 1F638A 
does not impact a determination that LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are highly similar 
because the consistent quality of Lantus-U.S. lots has been demonstrated based on 
the comparable release results between the historical and contemporary Lantus-
U.S. lots.   
 

3. The age of DP lots used at the time of analytical testing allows for a meaningful 
comparison to support the CAA. All Lantus-U.S. lots were tested before their 
expiration dates. LY2963016 lots selected for the CAA are within and span across 
24 months shelf life.  

 
4. The comparative analytical studies were performed using appropriate orthogonal 

analytical methods for each quality attribute, which included testing for protein 
content, purity, product-related impurities, primary and higher order structure, and 
functional activities. The methods were adequately validated or qualified to support 
that the methods were scientifically appropriate and suitable for their intended use. 

 
5. Comparative forced degradation studies were performed using an appropriate   

variety of forced degradation conditions, including thermal, high and low pH, light, 
oxygen, freeze/thaw, and chemical stresses (hydrogen peroxide and metals). 
Stability studies were conducted to compare the rates and pathways of degradation 
for LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. under both long-term (5˚C) and accelerated (30˚C) 
stability storage conditions.  

 
6. The applicant used appropriately justified quality ranges based on a mean ±1.5x 

standard deviation as acceptance criteria for quality range attributes. Attributes 
assessed by visual comparison of results were appropriately justified. 
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7. The comparisons of process-related impurities, such as host cell protein (HCP), host 
cell DNA (HCD),

were appropriately 
not included as part of the CAA because the manufacturing process of LY2963016 
was demonstrated to have a robust capacity to consistently remove these process-
related impurities to acceptable ranges.  

 
8. The strength of Lantus-U.S. is labeled in units per unit volume (100 units/mL) and 

filled into 3 mL single-patient use prefilled pens. LY2963016 is seeking approval for 
the same strength and presentation as the prefilled pen of Lantus-U.S. and 
LY2963016 has the same formulation, route of administration, and frequency and 
duration of dosing as Lantus-U.S. Comparative potency was evaluated as part of 
the CAA,

The potency assay results support a 
determination that LY2963016 has the same strength and presentation as Lantus-
U.S. The presentation meets the statutory “same strength” requirement under 
section 351(k)(2)(A)(i)(IV) of the PHS Act. 

 
Overall Strategy 
 
A comparative analytical assessment (CAA) was conducted to assess the similarity of 
LY2963016 drug product (DP) to Lantus-U.S. Multiple Lantus-U.S. lots were purchased without 
preselected purchasing criteria with expiration dates of 2012, 2013, 2015, and 2023 from the 
regulated market to reflect the originator product profile. With this approach, LY2963016 could 
be demonstrated to be similar to the Lantus-U.S. and support the use of reference product as 
the comparators in the comparative non-clinical and clinical studies. The comparative 
physicochemical characteristics and functional assessments in the CAA include: 
 

1. Batch Analyses  
a. Quality Range Comparison (DP Lot Release Data) 
b. Chromatographic Profile Comparison (Product-related Impurities) 
c.    Comparability of post-approval manufacturing process changes  

 
2. Characterization Studies  

d. Primary structure and higher order structure (secondary, tertiary, and 
quaternary) 

e. In vitro Precipitation Characteristics 
f.    Biological potency (Identity Test) 
g. Quality Range Comparison of Biological Functionality Testing (e.g., receptor 

binding affinity, autophosphorylation, mitogenic potential, and metabolic de novo 
lipogenesis activity) 

  
3. Stability studies at the intended storage condition of 5°C for up to 36 months and the 

accelerated storage condition of 30°C for up to 6 months. 

 

4. Forced degradation studies, including thermal, high and low pH, light, oxygen, 

freeze/thaw, and chemical (hydrogen peroxide and metals) stress conditions  

Reference ID: 4908761
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Assessor’s Comment: 
Basaglar® (LY2963016) by Lilly was approved as NDA-205692 under 505(b)(2) regulatory 
pathway on December 16, 2015 and converted to be a stand-alone BLA-205692 under 351(a) 
of the PHS by Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2009 (BPCI Act) since March 
2020 (referred to as NDA-/deemed BLA-205692 hereafter). The proposed biosimilar product 
Rezvoglar (LY2963016, insulin glargine) is the same product as Basaglar. Lilly is currently 
seeking for licensure of LY2963016 as a biosimilar to Lantus-U.S. 
manufactured by Sanofi with the same formulation, presentation, indication, route of 
administration, and frequency and duration of dosing as Lantus-U.S. Historical comparative 
analytical data comparing LY2963016 to Lantus-U.S. provided in this CAA report was provided 
in the original NDA-/deemed BLA-205692 submission for the approval of Basaglar. As agreed 
upon at the April 29, 2020 BPD Type 2 meeting between Lilly and FDA, additional comparative 
analytical data from 5 contemporary Lantus-U.S. lots with expiration date at Feb 2023 and 
multiple contemporary LY2963016 DP lots manufactured post approval in 2019-2020 were 
included in the CAA. Inclusion of the contemporary lots in the CAA was to ensure that the 
product quality remained consistent due to the manufacturing changes since the Basaglar 
approval as well as the potential manufacturing changes for innovator Lantus-U.S. product. 
Therefore, this CAA includes the historical comparative analytical data provided in the Basaglar 
NDA-/deemed BLA-205692 and the additional comparative analytical data from the 
contemporary lots of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. products.    
 
Two comparative clinical studies were conducted to evaluate the PK/PD and efficacy, including 
Study ABEO (LY2963016 vs Lantus-U.S.) and Study ABEA (LY2963016 vs Lantus-E.U.). The 
clinical assessor (Dr. Michele Carey) confirmed that the clinical data generated from Study ABEO 
is pivotal for the determination of biosimilarity between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. and the 
clinical data from Study ABEA for assessment of immunogenicity risk is unnecessary. The Clin 
Pharm assessors (Drs. Manoj Khurana and Xiaolei Pan) and Pharm/tox assessor (Dr. Dongyu 
Guo) also confirmed that the comparative non-clinical or clinical pharmacology data generated 
from Lantus-E.U. is not required for the demonstration of biosimilarity. In this BLA, three CAA 
reports are provided, including the reports for LY2963016 vs Lantus-U.S., LY2963016 vs Lantus-
E.U., and Lantus-U.S. vs Lantus-E.U. Since no Lantus-E.U. data are required for determination 
of biosimilarity between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S., the bridging analytical comparability data 
for LY2963016 vs Lantus-E.U. and Lantus-U.S. vs Lantus-E.U. are not reviewed in this memo. 
 
Lilly Indianapolis facility is the sole DS manufacturing site for LY2963106. There are two 
LY2963106 DP manufacturing sites-Lilly Indianapolis and Lilly France. DP lots manufactured at 
these two DP sites were used in the CAA. In addition, DP lots manufactured by , a 
previous Lilly DP manufacturing contractor, were also used in the CAA. The  LY2963106 
DP lots were manufactured using the same DS, excipients, and components as for other 
LY2963106 DP lots.  

 
  

 
A total of 28 LY2963016 DP lots and 13 Lantus-U.S. lots were used to demonstrate similarity in 
the CAA study. The manufacturing dates of 20 historical LY2963016 lots ranged from 2010 to 
2013 and the analytical data from these lots were used for the approval of NDA-/deemed BLA-
205692. Eight additional LY2963016 DP lots are contemporary lots manufactured in 2019-2020. 
Expiration dates of the 8 historical Lantus-U.S. lots ranged from 2012 to 2015 and the analytical 
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data from these lots were also used for the approval of NDA-/deemed BLA 205692. The 
expiration date of 5 additional contemporary Lantus-U.S. lots is in 2023. A summary of 
expiration dates and the purpose of use for the 13 Lantus-U.S. lots is provided in Tables 
3.2.R.4.1.6-2 below. A summary of 28 LY2963016 DP lots used in the CAA is provided in Table 
3.2.R.4.1.6-4 below. The LY2963016 DP lots used for comparative stability studies are 
summarized in Table 3.2.R.4.1.6-5 below.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
The number of LY2963016 DP lots and Lantus-U.S. lots used in the CAA are adequate. Although 
28 LY2963016 DP lots were used in the CAA, only 21 LY2963016 DP lots are considered 
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“independent lot”. Seven out of 28 LY2963016 DP lots are not considered independent lots 
because these lots were manufactured using the DS lots that were used to manufacture    
independent LY2963016 DP lots. The acceptability of a DP lot as an “independent lot” is further 
discussed in Section Quality Range Comparison below.  
 
LY2963016 DP lots used in the CAA included development, clinical, stability, process validation, 
and commercial lots. This approach is consistent with FDA Draft Guidance for Industry 
Development of Therapeutic Protein Biosimilars: Comparative Analytical Assessment and Other 
Quality-Related Considerations (2019) and allows for a meaningful comparison to support the 
CAA.   
 
The Applicant did not provide the age of the Lantus-U.S. and LY2963016 lots at the time of 
analytical testing. In response to an IR, the testing dates and approximate ages of Lantus-U.S. 
and LY2963016 lots at of time of testing were provided (3.2.R.4.2 Annex 1). All Lantus-U.S. lots 
were tested before their expiration dates. Age of Lantus-U.S. lot is based on a 36-month shelf-
life and calculated back from the expiry dates. LY2963016 lots selected for the CAA are within 
and span across 24 months shelf life. The age of Lantus-U.S. and LY2963016 lots at analysis 
allows for a meaningful comparison to support the demonstration of similarity therefore are 
acceptable.  
 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots used in the comparative pharmacology and toxicology study 
were also included in the CAA. However, Lantus-U.S. lot 1F638A and LY2963016 lot CT575489 
used in the pivotal comparative clinical study ABEO were not included in the CAA. In response 
to an IR, the Applicant clarified that the clinical LY2963016 lot CT575489 (package lot number) 
used in the pivotal comparative clinical study was the same as the LY2963016 DP lot A889307 
(manufacturer’s DP lot number) which was appropriately included in the CAA study. Based on 
the evaluation of product quality data presented in this BLA and risk assessment performed by 
the product quality assessor, it was determined that the lack of data for Lantus-U.S. lot 1F638A 
does not impact the determination of analytical similarity between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. 
products because:  
 

1) The 13 Lantus-U.S. lots used in the CAA study had expiry dating between 2012 and 
2023, which bracketed the expiry date of lot 1F638A (October 31, 2013). The release 
results from 10 out of 13 Lantus-U.S. lots demonstrated that the historical and 
contemporary lots were comparable, indicating the consistent quality of Lantus-U.S. lots 
(Table 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.1-4).  

2) The initial CAA study was conducted between 2010 and 2013. There was no FDA 
guidance for biosimilars available at that time and the Applicant did not know that the 
reference product lot 1F638A used in the comparative clinical study needed to be 
included in the CAA study.  

 
Reference Material 
LY2963016 primary reference standard  was used for comparative analytical 
analysis of higher order structure and current working reference standard (WRS) was used for 
potency and functional assay in the CAA.  
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
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The following information is a summary of the in-house reference materials in the Section 
3.2.S.5 Reference Standards or Materials.  
 

Identification of Critical Quality Attributes and Risk Assessment  
Criticality of Quality Attributes 

The critical quality attribute (CQA) assessment was the foundation for the CAA and was used to 
identify appropriate analytical methods for the studies. The CQAs of LY2963016 were identified 
based on the manufacturing experience with insulin human and insulin lispro manufactured by 
Lilly. The DP CQAs, rationale for criticality, and corresponding testing methods are shown in 
Table 3.2.R.4.1.2-1 below.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
Comparisons between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. were conducted either by direct comparative 
testing or indirectly by meeting compendial requirements. For example, some CQAs, such as 
visual appearance, particulate matter, sterility, and endotoxin are evaluated directly against 
compendial limits without measuring reference product ranges.  
 
Some CQAs, such as host cell proteins (HCP), host cell DNA (HCD), 

are not appropriate for direct comparison due to 
differences in the manufacturing processes. These product quality attributes were appropriately 
assessed as part of the commercial control strategies of the LY2963016 DS. This approach is 
consistent with recommendations in the FDA Draft Guidance for Industry Development of 
Therapeutic Protein Biosimilars: Comparative Analytical Assessment and Other Quality-Related 
Considerations (2019) and is acceptable. We defer to CDRH assessor for similarity assessment 
for device functionality-related attributes (e.g., glide force and dosing accuracy). 
 
Criticality of Product-Related Impurities 

Reference ID: 4908761
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The potential product-related impurities were determined from DS pilot and commercial 
manufacturing experience, long-term and accelerated DP stability studies. The primary source 
and conditions that result in the formation of the product-related impurity for DS and DP are 
summarized in Table 3.2.R.4.1.2-2. The focus of the risk assessment was to identify the 
criticality of the potential product-related impurities. Each impurity listed in Table 3.2.R.4.1.2-2 
was assessed and assigned a severity score for determination of criticality based on its impact 
on bioactivity (Table 3.2.R.4.1.4-1), PK profile (Table 3.2.R.4.1.4-2), PD/efficacy (Table 
3.2.R.4.1.4-3), immunogenicity (Table 3.2.R.4.1.4-4), safety (Table 3.2.R.4.1.4-5), and toxicity 
(Table 3.2.R.4.1.4-6). Each product-related impurity was evaluated as if it was present at 
significant amounts (e.g., 20%), which excluded the impact from Occurrence (the frequency of 
significant changes) and Detectability (validation status of the analytical methods). The 
accumulative potential impact from risk assessment based overall severity score is summarized 
in Table 3.2.R.4.1.4-7 below.   
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comments: 
The applicant is using a standard risk assessment approach to evaluate the criticality of 
product-related impurities, which is acceptable. The HMWP is controlled

and was evaluated by the quality range method in the CAA. The results 
from cell-based potency assay demonstrated that desPhe B (1), and B (3) 
deamidated impurities are nearly equipotent as parent insulin glargine LY2963016.  
 

 Also, desPhe B (1) was 
identified to show the largest difference between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. However, this 
difference had no negative impact on toxicology studies and patient safety as discussed below 
in Section- Chromatographic Profile Comparison.  
 
The potency of deamidation succinimide intermediate was not determined because the 
succinimide intermediate is converted to B (3) desamido under physiological conditions. The 
content of deamidation succinimide intermediate (specified impurity of B chain [Asu3]) is 
evaluated by the quality range method in the CAA.  
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However, the
has never been detected in any LY2963016 DP lots so far and therefore, was not evaluated in 
the CAA.  
 
The risk ranking for other deamidations at A18, B4, A5, and A15 was “medium” using a 
validated RP-HPLC method. However, the previous knowledge of putative receptor binding sites 
shows that deamidation at these positions does not impact potency of LY2963016 (Brange, 
Jens; Stability of Insulin. Kluwer Academics Publishers, 1994). In addition, these deamidated 
impurities had the same PK/PD profile as intact LY2963016 and have low toxicological risk.  
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3.2.R.4.2 Comparative Analytical Assessment Results  
A summary of the CAA results prepared by the assessor is provided in the following Table 3.2.R.4.2/1. The results for stability 
comparison and forced degradation comparison are discussed in the following sections.  

 
Table 3.2.R.4.2/1 A Summary of the Comparative Analytical Assessment Results 

Parameter Quality 
Attribute 

Test Method Number of 
Batches 
(LY2963016: 
U.S.-licensed 
Lantus) 

U.S.-licensed 
Lantus Range or 
US Quality Range 
(QR: Mean ± 1.5 
SD) 

LY2963016 
Min-Max Range 

LY2963016 vs. U.S.-
licensed Lantus  

Assay (U/mL) Potency/identity Reversed phase HPLC with 
UV detection (B12882) 

28:10 QR: 102.1-105.0 99.3-102.8 Similar 
 

Impurities (%) Total impurities Reversed phase HPLC with 
UV detection (B12883) 

28:10 QR: 0.7-1.5 0.4-1.1 Similar (Note: reduced 
levels of total impurities 
in LY2963016 is an 
improvement of product 
quality) 

B chain [Asu3] 
(%) 

Specific impurity Reversed phase HPLC with 
UV detection (B12883) 

28:10 QR: 0.14-0.16 0.01-0.1 Similar (Note: B chain 
[Asu3] is a product 
related impurity and 
reduced levels of B 
chain [Asu3] in 
LY2963016 is an 
improvement of product 
quality) 

HMWP (%) impurities column chromatography 
with spectroscopic detection 
(B03622) 

28:10 QR: 0.02-0.06 ˂0.02-0.03 Similar (Note: the 
HMWP is a product 
related impurity and 
reduced levels of HMWP 
in LY2963016 is an 
improvement of product 
quality) 

Meta-cresol 
(mg/mL) 

Potency Reversed phase HPLC 
(B03996) 

28:10 QR: 2.66-2.73 2.64-2.72 Similar 
 

Zinc (mg/100 U) Atomic Absorption by 
Spectrometer (B09980) 

28:10 QR: 0.029-0.032 0.029-0.033 Similar 
 

pH pH USP <791> 28:10 QR: 3.8-4.1 3.9-4.1 Similar 
 

Biological 
Identity (%) 

Biological Identity Cell-based reporter gene 
assay 

28:10 QR: 104-122 90-135  Similar (Note: the DP 
release data was used 
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for comparative 
analysis. This is a 
biological identity test 
and was identified as a 
low-risk attribute.  

Primary Structure Amino acid 
sequence 

N-terminal sequencing 6:3 Amino acid 
sequence at N-
terminal is 
consistent with the 
theoretical 
sequence.  

Amino acid 
sequence at N-
terminal is 
consistent with the 
theoretical 
sequence. 

Similar  

Intact Mass 6:3 6062.6- 6062.7 Da 6062.5-6062.7 Da Similar 

Peptide Mapping LC-MS 
analysis 

6:3 Peak pattern of 
chromatograms is 
visually 
superimposable 

Peak pattern of 
chromatograms is 
visually 
superimposable 

Similar  

Higher Order 
Structure 

Secondary 
Structure 

Far-UV Circular Dichroism  6:3 Peak pattern of 
spectra is visually 
superimposable 

Peak pattern of 
spectra is visually 
superimposable 

Similar 

Tertiary Structure Near-UV Circular Dichroism  12:8 Peak pattern of 
spectra is visually 
superimposable 

Peak pattern of 
spectra is visually 
superimposable 

Similar 

1D and 2D NMR 11:8 NMR 1D and 2D 
spectra 

Similar 1D and 2D 
NMR spectra to 
Lantus-U.S. 

Similar 

Quaternary 
Structure 

Static and 
dynamic 
light 
scattering 
(DLS) 

Weight-
average 
molecular 
weights 
(WAMW) 

14:9 10.0-10.9 kDa 10.0-11.3 kDa Similar (Note: the upper 
limit difference is 
attributable to the 
variability of DLS 
method) 

hydrodynamic 
radius 

14:9 1.41-1.44 nm 1.40-1.46 nm Similar 

In Vitro 
Precipitation 
Characteristics 

Amount of 
precipitate 
recovered from 
the initial dose 

RP-HPLC 6:3 89.36%-89.74% 88.32-89.5% Similar (Note: minor 
difference at lower limit 
is due to the method 
variability) 

Biological 
potency 
(characterization) 

Biological Identity  Cell-based reporter gene 
assay 

14:5 104 – 122% 107.98-125% Similar (Note: this is an 
identity test and was 
identified as a low-risk 
attribute).  

Insulin Receptor-
A binding 

Competitive radioligand 
binding assay (Ki, nM) 

5:5  QR: 0.33-0.70 0.29-0.73 Similar (Note: only 2 
out of 20 runs are out 
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Biological 
Functionality 
Assays* 

of range and are most 
likely due to method 
variability) 

Insulin Receptor-
B binding 

Competitive radioligand 
binding assay (Ki, nM) 

5:5 QR: 0.20-0.71  0.31-0.53 Similar 

insulin-like 
growth factor-1 
biding 

Competitive radioligand 
binding assay (Ki, nM) 

5:5 QR: 7.55-47.19  13.5-32.0 Similar 

Insulin Receptor 
A 
Phosphorylation 
Assays 

an ELISA (EC50, nM) 5:5 QR: 3.86-11.99  6.0-12.05 Similar (Note: only 1 
out of 20 runs is out of 
range for which the QR 
value lies marginally 
above the upper limit) 

Insulin Receptor 
B 
Phosphorylation 
Assays 

an ELISA (EC50, nM) 5:5 QR: 2.69-9.79  3.9-10.1 Similar (Note: only 1 
out of 20 runs is out of 
range but the QR range 
is narrower) 

Cell Proliferation 
Assay using Sao-
2 cells 

Cell Proliferation assay 
(Mitogenicity, EC50, nM) 

5:5 QR: 0.32-2.13 0.58- 1.75 Similar 

Cell Proliferation 
Assay using 

H4IIE cells 

Cell Proliferation assay 
(Mitogenicity, EC50, nM)  

5:5 QR: 0.12-0.30  0.095-0.295 Similar (Note: 3 out of 
20 runs are out of 

range and are most 
likely due to the known 
method variability of 
the cell-based assay) 

3T3-L1 Mouse 
Adipocytes 
Lipogenesis 
Assay 

De Novo Lipogenesis Assay 
(EC50, nM) 

5:5 QR: 1.97-19.00  3.9-11.0 Similar 

* Values for Biological Functionality Assays were calculated from the data provided in graphs. 
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1. Batch Analyses 
 

a. Quality Range Comparison (Lot Release Data) 
A total of 28 LY2963016 DP lots and 10 Lantus-U.S. lot were used in the quality range 
comparison study. LY2963016 lot release data are provided in Tables  3.2.R.4.2.5.1.1-1 to 1-3, 
including 15 Lilly France lots, 7  lots, and 6 Indianapolis lots. The Lilly DP lots used in 
the CAA included development lots, clinical lots, primary stability lots, PPQ lots, and/or 
commercial lots manufactured at Lilly France site, Indianapolis site, or  site, covering 
both historical lots manufactured in 2011-2013, and recent lots manufactured in 2016, and 
contemporary DP lots manufactured in 2019-2020. Comparative analytical data for 10 Lantus-
U.S. lots are shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.1-4, including 5 historical lots with expiry dates in 
2012-2013 and 5 contemporary lots with expiry dates in Feb 2023. The LY2963016 DP lots 
manufactured using the same DS lot were identified by the product quality assessor and the 
results are summarized in Table 3.2.R.4.2/2. 
 
Table 3.2.R.4.2/2 A Summary of DP Lots Manufactured Using the Same DS Lot  

DP lot 
number 

DS lot number Manufacturing 
sites  

Batch 
size 

Batch use Date of 
Manufacture 

Independent 
lot (Y/N) 

A889467 A773625 Lilly Frances  Primary stability June 14, 2011 N 

A889305 Lilly Frances  Clinical  June 7, 2011 Y 

A891086 A778092 Lilly Frances  Primary stability June 21, 2011 N 

A889307 Lilly Frances  Clinical June 7, 2011 Y 

A891087 A778094 Lilly Frances Primary stability June 21, 2011 N 

A889460 Lilly Frances  Clinical June 14, 2011 Y 

C016367 A773626 Lilly Frances  Clinical April 16, 2012 Y 

CM2-123  Primary stability April 11, 2012 N 

A839513 A778095 Lilly Frances  Clinical Feb 1, 2011 Y 

CM2-273 Primary stability April 19, 2012 N 

CM3-094 C087457 Process Validation June 18, 2013 N 

C187582 Lilly Frances Process Validation June 13, 2013 Y 

C643864 C382021; C429594 
C390113; C429595 

Lilly Indianapolis Process validation August 2016 Y 

C643866 C390114; C429597 
C429595; C435916 

Lilly Indianapolis Process validation Sep 2016 Y 

D207529 D069598; D069595 
D052601; D068113 

Lilly Indianapolis Commercial April 2020 Y 

D210703 D068108; 
D052601; D068110 
 

Lilly Indianapolis Commercial May 2020 N 

D210704 D069599; 
D068110; 
D069600 

Lilly Indianapolis Commercial May 2020 Y 

 
Assessor’s Comment: 
As shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2/2, the Lilly DP lots A889467, A891086, A891087, CM2-123, CM2-
273, and CM3-094 are not considered independent DP lots because each of these DS lots was 
used to manufacture more than one DP lot. DS lot C429595 was used to manufacture 
Indianapolis PPQ lots C643864 and C643866. However, DP lots C643864, C643866 and 
D207529 are scientifically considered independent lots because three of the 4 DS lots pooled to 
manufacture a given DP lot were independent lots. Similarly, DP lot D210704 is acceptable as 
an independent lot because it was manufactured by pooling 3 DS lots of which two lots were 
independent. The Indianapolis commercial DP lot D210703 is not considered independent lot 
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because only one of the 3 DS lots pooled was independent. As shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2/2 
above, it is noted that 3 process validation and 2 commercial DP lots were considered 
independent.  
 
The FDA provided the comment regarding the “independent lots” during the Type 2 BPD 
meeting held on 1/8/2019. Although the 7 LY2963016 DP lots discussed above were not 
independent lots, 21 out of 28 LY2963016 DP lots are considered independent lots. It should be 
noted that most of the independent 21 DP lots were manufactured by pooling multiple DS lots. 
The pooling strategy is acceptable because it represents the routine LY2963016 DP 
manufacturing practice at the two DP manufacturing sites. This practice has been used to 
manufacture DP development, clinical, process validation, stability, and commercial lots from 
2010 to 2020. Therefore, the numbers of LY2963016 DP lots (21) and Lantus-U.S. lots (10) 
used in the quantity range analysis are adequate and acceptable.  
 
The quality ranges of the proposed critical quality attributes are calculated based on the mean 
± 1.5 standard deviation of the lot release results from 10 Lantus-U.S. lots. The critical quality 
attributes and corresponding quality ranges calculated from Lantus-U.S. lots are shown below in 
Table 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.1-5. Graphic comparisons (control charts) of the LY2963016 and Lantus-
U.S. lots with upper and lower quality range limits are shown below in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-1 
to 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-8. The more recent Lantus-U.S. lots and LY2963016 lots manufactured in 
2019-2020 are denoted by stars and the historical lots are denoted by circles.   
 

 
 
Assay (RP-HPLC, B12882) for potency/identity 
The potency release results from 28 Lilly lots and 10 Lantus-U.S. lots are shown in Figure 
3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-1 below. The quality range is 102.1-105.0%. The mean of the relative potency 
of Lilly lots (99%-103% ≈101%) was consistently about 2% lower than the mean (103.553%) 
of Lantus-U.S. lots.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
The Assay (potency) by a RP-HPLP method is used to determine potency and identity of 
LY2963016 DS and DP. This method is generally being used as a potency assay for most of 
commercial insulin products on the U.S. market. The Assay data summarized in Figure 
3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-1 above show that LY2963016 potency results are comparable between the 

 Indianapolis, and Lilly France sites and, between the historical and contemporary lots. 
The range of Assay results from the three Lilly sites is 99.3-102.8% and the QR of Lantus-U.S. 
lots is 102.1-105.0%. Characterization results in section 3.2.R.4.2.2.3 demonstrated that 
Lantus-U.S. lots contain approximately 2% citrate (60-72 ppm), which is not present in the 
formulation of LY2963016. The Information Leaflet of Ph. Eur insulin glargine reference 
standard indicated that the compendial insulin glargine reference standard derived from drug 
substance Batch 5 donated by Sanofi contained 2% citrate. The ion chromatography and NMR 
data also confirmed quantity and presence of citrate in the Lantus product as discussed below 
in Section Tertiary Structure.

citrate ion has been demonstrated to decrease the extinction coefficient 
of proteins at A280 which is used to calculate potency and therefore, could account for more 
than 2% of potency difference between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots (99.3-102.8% vs. 
102.1-105.0%) because lower extinction coefficient of Lantus-U.S. would result in proportionally 
increase in the potency of Lantus-U.S. 
 
The Pharm/Tox assessor Dr. Dongyu Guo confirmed that no difference between LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. product was observed in the non-clinical studies. The Applicant also indicated that 
the observed difference in potency did not have negative impact on clinical performance 
because no statistical or clinical significant differences between treatment groups in HbA1c or 
dose at study endpoint were found in phase 3 clinical studies in ABEB (Table ABEB.11.2 and 
Table ABEB.11.8) & ABEC (Table ABEC.11.2 and Table ABEC.11.8) Study reports, which was 
confirmed by Clinical assessor Dr. Michelle Carey.  
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Therefore, the Assay results demonstrated that the potency of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are 
similar. 
 
Total Impurities by RP-HPLC 
Comparison result for the total impurities is shown in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-2. Quality ranges of 
the total impurities are 0.7-1.5% for Lantus-U.S. lots.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 

1) The product-related impurities measured by a RP-HPLC method include the impurities 
from deamidation, dimerization, and impurities from unmodified insulin glargine and are 
added up to measure the total impurities. The overall levels of the total impurities in Lilly 
lots are consistently lower than those in Lantus-U.S. lots. The lower than QR range of 
total impurities in LY2963016 is an improvement and therefore, the total impurities in 
LY2963016 lots from  Indianapolis, and Lilly France sites and Lantus-U.S. are 
considered similar.  
 
It is noted that during the BDP 2 meeting with Lilly on 4/29/2020, FDA agreed that the 
use of total impurities instead of individual impurity in the comparative analyses would 
be acceptable if a scientific justification is provided. In addition, the Applicant provided 
characterization data for all the impurities as recommended by FDA to support their 
chemical composition and designation as product-related impurities or product-related 
substances in Section 3.2.S.3 Characterization.  

 
2) In the current BLA, the characterization data is provided for all the impurities detected 

by RP-HPLC including desPhe B (1), carbamylated Gly A (1), Arg A (0), condensation 
crosslinked A (1)-B (32), desArg B (32), insulin glargine +26 Da adduct, and insulin 
glargine Cysteine Adduct +119 Da as described in Section 3.2.S.3. Characterization. The 
chemical composition and identification were evaluated for each of the impurities using 
LC-MS, MS/MS, and/or peptide mapping and the biological activity was evaluated using 
in-vitro cell-based methods. Only the levels of desPhe B (1) and carbamylated Gly A (1) 
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were slightly beyond the LOQ (0.03%) of RP-HPLC. The levels of all other impurities 
were ≤ LOQ based on the results obtained from clinical and PPQ DS lots. The desPhe B 
(1) impurity showed the largest difference between LY2968016 and Lantus-U.S. lots.  
However, this difference had no adverse impact on the clinical performance as discussed 
blow in Section Chromatographic Profile Comparison below.  
 

3) 
The carbamylated Gly A (1) was 

eluted at relative low levels on RP-HPLC. The range of total carbamylated Gly A (1) is 
% in the clinical and PPQ lots. Therefore, the use of total impurities instead of 

the individual impurity in the comparative analyses is appropriately justified and 
acceptable.  

 
4) The levels of total impurities in the Lilly lots are near the lower limit of QR of Lantus-U.S. 

lots. The lower levels of total impurities are considered an improvement of product 
quality and not expected to have negative impact on clinical performance. Additionally, 
the total impurities are routinely controlled

 
 

In conclusion, the total impurities results demonstrated that the total impurity levels are 
similar between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S.   

 
Specified Impurity B Chain [Asu3] 
B chain [Asu3] is a product degradation impurity resulting from  

. Comparison result for the specified impurity B chain [Asu3] is 
shown in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-3.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comments: 
The range of impurity B Chain [Asu3] for LY2963016 by SE-HPLC is 0.01-0.1%, which is well 
below the quality range of 0.14-0.16% for Lantus- U.S. Furthermore, the levels of impurity B 
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Chain [Asu3] are comparable between  Indianapolis, and Lilly France sites, and 
between the historical and contemporary lots. Therefore, overall levels of the specified impurity 
B chain [Asu3] in Lilly lots are consistently lower than those in Lantus-U.S. lots. The lower levels 
of product-related impurities are not expected to impact clinical performance.  
 
The impurity B Chain [Asu3] is routinely controlled

 
 
The impurity B Chain [Asu3] results demonstrated that the levels of specified impurity B Chain 
[Asu3] are similar between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S.  
 
High Molecular Weight Proteins (HMWP) by SE-HPLC 
Graphical comparison of HMWP results for all the Lilly lots and Lantus-U.S. lots are provided in 
Figure 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-4.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The HMWP includes insulin glargine dimer and higher molecular weight proteins separated from 
the monomer. Quality range of the HMWP is 0.02%-0.06% for Lantus-U.S. lots. HMWP levels of 
the historical Lantus Lots (circles) were slightly higher than the contemporary Lantus lots (star). 
The Applicant indicated that ages of the Lantus-U.S. historical lots were closer to expiration 
when tested and expected degradation could result in the higher levels of HMWP. By 
comparison, the HMWP levels in the Lilly lots are near the lower limit of quality range of Lantus-
U.S. lots and the lower levels of product-related impurities are not expected to impact clinical 
performance. Additionally, the HMWP is routinely controlled

 
 
The chromatograms of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. demonstrated that HMWP profiles of these 
two products are similar.   
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Metacresol by RP-HPLC 
Metacresol is added  in the formulation of LY2963016 DP. Metacresol  

 However, it is also associated with undesirable side-
effects (e.g., localized allergic reactions). Therefore, amount of metacresol in the final DP is a 
major determining factor in causation of these reactions. Graphical comparison of metacresol 
results for Lilly and Lantus-U.S. lots are provided in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-5.  

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The LY2963016 metacresol release results for both the historical (circles) and contemporary DP 
lots (stars) are comparable for each DP site. The metacresol range of LY2963016 lots (2.64-
2.72 mg/mL) is similar to the quality range of Lantus-U.S. lots (2.66-2.73 mg/mL). The 
metacresol contents in all the Lilly lots are within the quality range except for three Indianapolis 
PPQ lots (C643864, C643865, and C643866) manufactured at batch size. The metacresol 
content in the three Indianapolis lots were: 2.65, 2.64, 2.64 mg/mL, which are on the margin of 
lower limit of the quality range (2.66 mg/mL) but well within the DP release specification of 

mg/mL. This minor difference was most likely due to method variability. Therefore, 
the differences observed in metacresol content are minimal, if any and have no impact on the 
product quality.  
 
Overall, the metacresol DP lot release results demonstrated that metacresol levels are similar 
between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S.   
 
Zinc content by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
Graphical comparison of zinc results for Lilly lots and Lantus-U.S. lots are provided in Figure 
3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-6. Quality range of the zinc content is 0.029-0.032 mg/100 U for Lantus-U.S. 
lots. 
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Assessor’s Comment: 
Zinc is in the formulation of LY2963016 DP. Zinc oxide is added to provide a 
total of 0.03 mg Zn2+/100U in the DP formulation 

The zinc content release results for both 
the historical (circles) and contemporary lots (stars) are comparable between Lilly France and 
Lilly Indianapolis lots. The zinc range of LY2963016 lots (0.029-0.033 mg/100U) is similar to the 
quality range of Lantus-U.S. lots (0.029-0.032 mg/100U). The zinc content for all the Lilly lots is 
within the quality range except for one PQ lot CM3-096 (0.033 mg/100U), which was 
on the margin of upper limit of the quality range (0.032 mg/100U). This difference was minor 
and most likely due to the method variability.  
 
The zinc assay results demonstrated that the zinc content is similar between LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. lots.     
 
pH 
pH of LY2963016 DP is adjusted by either 10% hydrochloric acid or 10% sodium hydroxide, if 
necessary. Graphical comparison of DP pH for Lilly and Lantus-U.S. lots are provided in Figure 
3.2.R.4.2.5.1.2-7.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
The pH release results of LY2963016 DP lots are comparable between Lilly France, Indianapolis 
and DP lots. The historical and contemporary DP lots of Lantus-U.S. are also 
comparable. The pH range of LY2963016 DP lots (3.9-4.1) is within the quality range of Lantus-
U.S. DP lots (3.8-4.1). Therefore, the pH release results demonstrated that the pH is similar 
between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. DP lots.    
 
Biological Identity  
Biological identity was determined by a cell-based reporter gene assay. Nine Lantus-U.S. lots 
were used for calculation of the quality range (104-122%).  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
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The biological potency release results of LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots are slightly 
different and the potency results of multiple historical and contemporary LY2963016 lots are 
outside of quality range. However, the difference in biological potency results between 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots does not impact a determination that LY2963016 and Lantus-
U.S. are highly similar because: 1) the biological potency assay is a biological identity method 
and not used for potency determination; 2) the biological identity was identified as a low-risk 
quality attribute and is controlled with an acceptance criterion of % 
potency relative to the potency of the reference standard. 
 

b. Chromatographic Profile Comparison  
Product related impurities and substances were measured and compared between LY2963016 
and Lantus-U.S. using one LY2963016 lot A889467 and one Lantus-U.S. lot 0F024 under long-
term (5˚C) and accelerated (30˚C/65% RH) storage conditions. Both RP-HPLC and CEX were 
used to determine product related impurities and substances.   
 
Impurities by RP-HPLC 
The results of RP-HPLC chromatograms for 24-month long-term and 6-month accelerated 
samples are shown in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.5.3-1 and 3.2.R.4.2.5.3-2, respectively.  
 

 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The LY2963016 lot A889467 was a scale primary stability lot and manufactured at the Lilly 
France site. The Lantus-U.S. lot 0F024 used in the study has an expiry date of April 2013. 
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Although the level of total impurities in Lantus-U.S. lot is higher than those in lot A889467, an 
additional peak for desPhe B (1) was observed in LY2963016 lot A889467 prior to the peak for 
B chain [Asu3].

In response to an IR, the Applicant provided the stability data for desPhe B (1) 
impurity content under the long-term and accelerated stability conditions for DS and DP lots. 
The stability results showed no increase in the desPhe B (1) for lots on stability.  
 
The desPhe B (1) impurity was isolated and characterized for identity, molecular weight, binding 
affinities, insulin receptor activation, and mitogenicity: 1) identity was confirmed by mass 
spectrometry; 2) molecular weight matched the theoretical mass of a des-phenylalanine 
impurity; 3) binding affinities (Ki) for IR-A, IR-B, and IGF-IR were comparable between desPhe 
B(1) and LY2963016; 4) potency EC50s based on  IR-A and IR-B tyrosine autophosphorylation 
were comparable between desPhe B (1) and LY2963016; and 5) mitogenic potential were 
comparable between desPhe B (1) and LY2963016 based on potency EC50 determined by 
thymidine incorporation in two cell lines. The Applicant also indicated that this impurity was 
present at consistent levels in all clinical lots and was tested in two 4-weeks rat toxicology 
studies. The Pharm/Tox assessor Dr. Dongyu Guo confirmed that toxicology profile of 
LY2963016 is comparable to Lantus-U.S. In addition, desPhe B (1) was also detected in Lantus-
U.S. by LC/MS but was not measurable by the RP-HPLC method due to low level interferences 
in the chromatogram.  
 
A risk assessment was performed based on the total amount of desPhe B (1) impurity in the 
daily dose of insulin glargine. For maximum daily dose of ≤10 mg, the threshold for DP 
impurities is ≤1% or ≤50 µg Total Daily Intake (TDI) per ICH Q3B. For the insulin resistant 
Type 2 patients, the total daily intake of insulin glargine is 100 U/day or 3.64 mg/day. The 
levels of desPhe B (1) impurity in historical DS lots are %. The TDI of desPhe B (1) at 

% would be g, which is below the 50µg threshold. Therefore, the level of desPhe B 
(1) in LY2963016 is not a safety concern.  
 
In summary, the chromatographic profile of RP-HPLC is similar between LY2963016 and Lantus-
U.S. except for the presence of desPhe B (1) in the LY2963016, which have been demonstrated 
to have no negative impact on product quality and clinical performance.  
 
Impurities by Cation Exchange Chromatography 
The CEX was used an orthogonal method because the two B (3) desamido isomers were co-
eluted with the main peak and could not be separated by RP-HPLC method. The CEX 
chromatogram results for 24-month long-term and 6-month accelerated samples are shown in 
Figures 3.2.R.4.2.5.3-2-3 and 3.2.R.4.2.5.3-2-4, respectively. 
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Assessor’s Comment: 
Under both the long-term and accelerated conditions, the U.S-Lantus lot 0F024A exhibited 
slightly higher levels of deaminated species compared to LY2963016 lot A889467. The number 
and intensity of the impurity peaks are similar between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots. CEX 
chromatograms showed that LY2963016 lot A889467 has the desPhe B (1) impurity is on the 
right tail of the main peak as shown in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.5.3-2-3. Therefore, the overall 
chromatographic profiles of CEX between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots are comparable 
under the long-term and accelerated storage conditions. 
 

c. Comparability of Post-Approval Drug Product Manufacturing Process Changes 
 
Since Basaglar NDA-/deemed BLA-205692 was approved in 2015, multiple manufacturing 
changes have been implemented and as shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.5.2-1, these changes were 
associated with a total of 23 CMC supplements (12 PAS and 11 CBEs). The major manufacturing 
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Assessor’s Comment: 
All the post-approval manufacturing changes in NDA-/deemed BLA-205692 were submitted in 
the supplements and approved by FDA (see review memos for each of the CMC supplements 
listed in Table 3.2.R.4.2.5.2-1 in Panorama). The lot release results from Lilly Indianapolis 

PQ lots (C643864, C643865, and C643866) and ommercial lots (D207529, 
D210703, and D210704), and Lilly Franc PPQ lots (D074638, D076609, and D076610) 
were included in the comparability studies. All these DP lots were also included in the Quality 
Range comparison in the CAA. The DP lots used in the comparability studies were 
representative lots for all the major post-approval manufacturing changes. Based on the results 
from the control charts shown above,

all the lot release results were well within the release 
acceptance criteria.

 A visual comparison of the graphical data for all the attributes evaluated 
showed no measurable difference because most of the data remained near the average line of 
all the values. Therefore, the results from the DP lots manufactured post major manufacturing 
process changes at the different batch sizes from both Indianapolis and Lilly France sites are 
comparable since the approval of original NDA 205692. The results also indicated that the DP 
lots manufactured from both sites post original NDA approval are comparable to those DP lots 
that were used initially to establish comparability to Lantus-U.S. The comparability results 
demonstrated that the process remains in control and the post-approval manufacturing process 
changes did not have negative impact on the product quality.   
 

2. Characterization Studies  
A comparison of primary and higher order structure has been conducted between LY2963016 
and Lantus-U.S. The primary structure was evaluated using N-terminal sequencing, intact mass, 
and peptide mapping LC-MS analysis.  
 

d. Primary Structure and Higher Order Structure 
 
Primary Structure 
N-terminal Sequencing 
The N-terminal sequencing analysis was performed using the Edman degradation method for 3 
Lilly France DP lots, 3  DP lots, and 3 Lantus-U.S. Lots and results are provided in Tables 
3.2.R.4.2.2.1-1 to 3.2.R.4.2.2.1-9.  
 
Assessor’ Comment: 
The contemporary LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots were used to evaluate the primary amino 
acid sequence in CAA. This is acceptable because the cell bank remains unchanged, no 
significant change to DS manufacturing process, and comparability has been demonstrated 
between the historical and contemporary LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots since the initial NDA 
approval as discussed above. The observed N-terminal sequence of 21 amino acid residues in A 
chain and 24 amino acid residues in B chain for 6 LY2963016 lots and 3 Lantus-U.S. lots were 
identical and consistent with theoretical amino acid sequence. Therefore, the N-terminal 
sequence results demonstrated that the LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are similar.  
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Note that cysteine and phenyl-thio-hydantoin amino acid (pTH-AA) derivatives cannot be 
identified by the Edman Chemistry degradation method. Therefore, due to a loss of signal-to-
noise (S/N), several amino acids (from 25~29 to 32) at the C-terminal end of the B chain could 
not be detected by the Edman sequencing method. However, Intact Mass and Peptide Mapping 
methods were used to confirm the consistency of the primary sequence as described below.  
 
Intact Mass Analysis 
The same 6 LY2963016 DP lots and 3 Lantus-U.S. Lots that were used for primary sequence 
determination were used to determine the intact mass. The mass spectrometer data were 
acquired from 400-2200 m/z. Deconvolution of mass spectrum was conducted to obtain the full-
length mass. Results of the intact mass are summarized in Table 3.2.R.4.2.2.1-10. 

 
 
Assessor’ Comment: 
The intact masses of Lilly Frances lots, lots, and Lantus-U.S. lots were all nearly 
identical and consistent with the theoretical protein mass of 6063.0 Da. The minor differences 
between the observed and theoretical mass were ˂0.008% or ≤ 0.5 Da of actual mass, which 
were within the acceptable range. Therefore, the intact mass of LY2963016 is highly similar to 
Lantus-U.S.   
 
Peptide Mapping LC-MS Analysis 
Non-reduced and reduced peptide mapping by LC-MS were performed to confirm the disulfide 
bonds of the insulin glargine molecule using the same 6 LY2963016 DP lots and 3 Lantus-U.S. 
lots. For the non-reduced peptide mapping, the samples were digested with endoproteinase 
Glu-C. Comparisons of the total ion chromatogram (TIC) profiles of the non-reduced digests for 
Lilly France lots, lots and Lantus-U.S. lots are shown in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.2.1-2  and 1-3 
below. A comparison of masses and retention times for the predicted non-reduced peptide 
fragments of Lilly France and Lantus-U.S. lots is shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.2.1-11. For the 
reduced peptide mapping, the samples were reduced with dithiothreitol and the free thiols of 
the cysteines were alkylated with iodoacetic acid to prevent the reformation of disulfide bonds. 
Comparisons of TIC profiles of the reduced digests for Lilly France lots, lots and Lantus-
U.S. lots are shown in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.2.1-5 and 1-6. A comparison of masses and retention 
times for the predicted reduced peptide fragments of Lilly France and Lantus-U.S. lots is shown 
in Table 3.2.R.4.2.2.1-12.  
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Assessor’ Comment: 
The chromatograms of non-reduced and reduced peptide mapping between LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. lots are visually superimposable as shown in Figures above. Three disulfide bonds 
were confirmed by the non-reduced method. The observed peaks related to missed cleavages, 
artifacts of the analysis, or excess enzyme for reduced peptide mapping are annotated in 
Figures 3.2.R.4.2.2.1-5 and 1-6 above. The peptide mapping analysis showed 100% coverage 
of the amino acid sequences for both A and B chains for all the LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. 
lots. The differences for observed non-reduced digest fragment retention times and observed 
reduced digest fragment masses were ˂0.4 min and ˂ 1 Da, respectively, which are 
acceptable. Therefore, the peptide mapping results of LY2963016 are highly similar to Lantus-
U.S.  
 
In summary, the primary structure was demonstrated to be highly similar between LY2963016 
and Lantus-U.S. lots.  
 
Secondary Structure 
The secondary structure was determined by far-UV circular dichroism (CD) and 2-dimensional 
nuclear magnetic resonance (2D NMR).  
 
Far-UV Circular Dichroism 
Deformulation of DP samples was performed to remove interference from the metacresol prior 
to analysis. The samples were dialyzed with water at pH 4.0 and the protein concentration was 
approximately 1.8 mg/mL. LY2963016 primary reference standard  was evaluated 
with and without the deformulation and the assay included 2 deformulated LY2963016 lots and 
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one Lantus-U.S. lot. The dialyzed and undialyzed samples showed comparable Mean Residue 
Ellipticity (MRE) in the far-UV region of 195nm-260 nm and overlay of the spectra indicated that 
the dialysis process did not significantly impact secondary structure in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.2.2-1. 
The 3 Lilly France lots and 3  lots were compared to 3 Lantus-U.S. lots and results are 
provided in 3.2.R.4.2.2.2-2 and 3.2.R.4.2.2.2-3, respectively.  

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Both the LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots showed similar MRE in the far-UV region of 195nm-
260 nm. The spectra of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots are visually superimposable. Therefore, 
the Far-UV CD spectra results demonstrated that the secondary structure of LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. are highly similar.  
 
Tertiary Structure 
Tertiary structure was determined by near-UV CD and 2D NMR. The first study used 2 
LY2963016 lots and one Lantus-U.S. lot. The second study used 6 LY2963016 lots and 3 
Lantus-U.S. lots. The third study used contemporary 3 Lilly Indianapolis lots, 3 Lilly France 
LY2963016 lots, and 5 Lantus-U.S. lots.  
 
Near-UV Circular Dichroism 
The samples were dialyzed with water at pH 4.0 to remove the metacresol and tested in the 
near-UV region of 250nm-350 nm with the same study setup as far-UV CD. The primary 
reference standard , 2 deformulated LY2963016 lots and one Lantus-U.S. lot were 
evaluated for MRE. The dialyzed and undialyzed samples showed comparable MRE and overlay 
of the spectra indicated that the dialysis process did not significantly impact tertiary structure 
(Figure 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-1). For the second study, the 3 Lilly France lots and 3  lots were 
compared to 3 Lantus-U.S. lots separately and results are provided in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-2 
and 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-3, respectively. For the third study, the 3 contemporary Lilly Indianapolis lots 
and 3 contemporary Lilly France lots were compared to 5 contemporary Lantus-U.S. lots 
separately without dialysis and results are provided in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-4 and 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-
5 below, respectively.   
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Assessor’s Comment: 
All the graphic MRE results from LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots are visually 
superimposable in the near-UV region. The Near-UV CD spectrum results demonstrated that the 
tertiary structure of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are highly similar.   
 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
The chemical shift patterns of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. were compared using 2D NMR: 
heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC). The 2D HSQC chemical shifts shows great 
specificity for the covalent bonding of the atoms (x axel: proton and y axel: carbon) and serves 
as indicators of change of the secondary and tertiary structures. Each proton-carbon group is 
shown as a peak at the intersection of the proton and carbon chemical shifts. Each carbon is 
shown by the color of the peaks: red for odd number of protons (methine, a trivalent functional 
group and methyl) and blue for an even number of protons (methylene).  
 
The first comparison study was conducted using one Lantus-U.S. lot, one Lilly France lot and 
one  lot at commercial scale. Interference of metacresol in the samples was removed by 
diafiltration with water. The samples were dialyzed, lyophilized, and reconstituted with water at 
pH 4.0. The spectral comparison results are provided in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-8. The second 
study was conducted using additional 2 Lilly France lots, 2  lots, and 2 additional Lantus-
U.S. lots and the HSQC spectra are shown in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-9 and  3.2.R.4.2.2.3-10.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
One cross peak depicted with a green circle in the Lantus-U.S. lot was not observed in 
LY2963016 lots, and the peak was determined to be citrate. An ion chromatographic analysis 
using 20 ppm citrate standard and 3 U.S.- Lantus lots was performed to determine the amount 
of citrate in the Lantus-U.S. as shown in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-6 above. The retention time 
(≈15.7 mins) of citrate standard is the same as the retention time of 3 Lantus-U.S. lots.

he remainder of HSQC spectra between LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. are comparable, indicating the secondary and tertiary structure of LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. are highly similar. 
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In the third study, contemporary Lantus-U.S. and LY2963016 lots manufactured in 2019-2020 
(5 Lantus-U.S. lots, 3 Lilly Indianapolis lots, 3 Lilly France lots) were evaluated by one-
dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) HSQC NMR using the neat sample without 
additional sample preparation (e.g., diafiltration). The 1D spectra are provided in Figure 
3.2.R.4.2.2.3-11 and the 2D spectra are provided in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-12(U.S-Lantus vs Lilly 
Indianapolis) and 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-13 (Lantus-U.S. vs Lilly France, not shown).   

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The 1D NMR results showed that the spectra of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are comparable 
except that the peaks at 2.7- 2.9 ppm in the Lantus-U.S. are the presence of citrate  

 
 

 

 
 
The 2-D spectra showed similar chemical shift pattens between the LY2963016 and U.S.-
licensed Lantus lots except for the peak circled in red as shown in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-12 above 
as well as in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-13.
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The 2D spectra are visually highly similar between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. A statistical 
analysis was conducted using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on all 49 peaks in the 
spectra. The data from 5 Lantus-U.S. lots were used to create the PCA and data from the 
LY2963016 lots were then projected onto the PCA score space resulting from this model as 
shown in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.2.3-14. All the samples of LY2963016 fell within the 95% confidence 
interval and overlapped with Lantus-U.S. samples, which indicated no statistically significant 
difference between Lantus-U.S. and LY2963016. FDA CMC stats confirmed that use of this 
statistical analysis approach was acceptable.   
 
Overall, the NMR results support a determination that Lantus-U.S. and LY2963016 are highly 
similar except for the known presence of citrate in Lantus-U.S. but not in LY2963016.  
 
Quaternary Structure 
Quaternary structure was determined based on apparent weight-average molecular weights 
(WAMW) and hydrodynamic radius by static and dynamic light scattering (SLS and DLS). The 
first comparison study for WAMW was conducted using one Lantus lot, one Lilly France lot and 
one  lot and the results are provided in Table 3.2.R.4.2.2.4-1. The second study was 
conducted by comparing the WAMW and hydrodynamic radius using 3 Lilly France lots, 3 

 lots, and 3 additional Lantus lots and the results are shown in Figure Table 
3.2.R.4.2.2.4-2. For the third study, the 3 contemporary Lilly Indianapolis lots and 3 
contemporary Lilly France lots were compared to 5 contemporary Lantus-U.S. lots and the 
results are provided in Table 3.2.R.4.2.2.4-3. 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The ranges of apparent WAMW for LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are 10.0-11.3 kDa and 10.1-
10.9 kDa, respectively. The minor difference in the upper limits of WAMW can be attributed to 
the method variability. The range of hydrodynamic radius are 1.40-1.46 nm and 1.41-1.44 nm 
for LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S., respectively. The ranges for WAMW and hydrodynamic radius 
are comparable between the Lilly lots and Lantus-U.S. lots. Therefore, the WAMW and 
hydrodynamic radius results demonstrated that the quaternary structure is highly similar 
between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S.  
 

e. In Vitro Precipitation Characteristics 
A comparison of in vitro precipitation characteristics of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. was 
conducted under physiological conditions (pH 7.4 and 37°C). A typical clinical dose of 35 U (0.5 
U/kg body weight) of insulin glargine was added to phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and to 
allow for precipitation of insulin glargine. Three replicates were prepared for each lot. The 
precipitated insulin glargine was isolated and tested for activity using the RP-HPLC method 
B12882. The assay was calculated against a 35 U/mL standard. The precipitation characteristics 
were expressed as the amount of precipitate recovered from the initial dose (35U) and results 
from 3 Lilly France lots, 3  lots, and 3 Lantus-U.S. lots are shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.3-1. 
Graphic comparison data of precipitate recovery for Lantus-U.S. lots, Lilly France lots and 

 lots are shown in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.3-1 and 3.2.R.4.2.3-2 below. The mean percentages 
of precipitate recovery are 88.64% and 89.50% for LY2063016 and Lantus-U.S. (Table 
3.2.R.4.2.3-2), respectively.   
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Assessor’s Comment: 
Identity of the recovered product was confirmed using one Lilly France PPQ lot (C187060) and 
one Lantus-U.S. lot (3F234A) as shown in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.3-3, and chromatograms for rest of 
tested lots in the in-vitro precipitation study are provided in Appendix 2. Approximately 10% 
difference observed between the recovered and initial doses was most likely due to incomplete 
precipitation of insulin glargine in the precipitate collected. The recovery 
rate ranges for LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots were 88.32%-89.5% and 89.36%-89.74%, 
respectively. The difference of mean precipitate recovery rates between the LY2966316 
(88.64%) and Lantus-U.S. lots (89.50%) is most likely due to method variability. The precipitate 
recovery results are supported by the characterization results for the primary and higher order 
structure. Therefore, the in vitro precipitate recovery profiles are highly similar between 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S.  
 

f. Biological Potency (Identity Test) 
Cell-based Reporter Gene Assay 
Cell-based reporter gene assay is used as an identity test at DS release testing. The method 
uses the rat hepatoma cell line H4IIE, which endogenously expresses the insulin receptor and 
was engineered to stably overexpress a Glucose-6-phosphatase (G6Pase) promoter linked to 
the luciferase reporter gene. Three studies were performed to compare the biological activity of 
LY2963016 to Lantus-U.S. The initial study was performed to assess the similarity using one 
Lilly France lot (A889467,  primary stability lot), one  lot (EX1-410,  
development lot), and one Lantus lot (0F295A) with a total of 12 replicates for each lot and 
results were compared against the current secondary reference standard. A summary of 
potency results is provided in Table 3.2.R.4.2.4.2.1.1-1 and the graphical result of an analysis of 
variance (ANOVA, Tukey-Kramer) is provide in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.4.1.1-1 below.  
 
The second study was performed using three Lilly France PPQ lots at  (C187582, C187060, 
and C187091,), three  PPQ lots at  (C158022, C158023, and C158024), and three 
Lantus-U.S. lots (3F234A, 3F251A, and 3F252A). A graphical analysis by ANOVA was performed 
for both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lot. The results are provided in Table 3.2.R.4.2.4.1.2-1 and 
the ANOVA data is shown below in Figure 3.2.R.4.2.4.1.2-1. The absolute value of difference 
between means of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. was needed to be ≤ 11.42 to demonstrate 
similarity. This limit was chosen with an 80% confidence overall and to show a true difference 
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less than 17.7, which is based on the upper 95% confidence limit for the estimate of 
intermediate precision determined during method validation.   
 
The third study was performed using 3 contemporary  Lilly France PPQ lots (D074638, 
D076609, and D076610), 3 contemporary  Lilly Indianapolis commercial lots (D207529, 
D210703, and D210704) and 5 contemporary Lantus-U.S. lots (0F7006A, 0F7007A, 0F6985A, 
0F7024A, and 0F6979A), all of which were newly manufactured in 2019-2020. The potency  
results are shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.4.1.3-1 and the ANOVA result is provided in Figure 
3.2.R.4.2.4.1.3-1 below.           
 

 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The cell-based gene reporter assay is a biological identity test, which is used at DS release with 
an acceptance criterion of otency against the in-house insulin glargine reference 
material. This assay is to confirm the binding of LY2963016 to insulin receptor and subsequent 
activation of downstream signaling pathway to further demonstrate the correct conformation of 
LY2963016. The biological potency results shown above were generated from separate 
characterization studies that were different from the DS release results used in Quality Range 
comparison above. The biological potency for identity test is a low-risk DP attribute and 
analytical similarity is determined by graphical comparison.  
 
The ANOVA results from initial study demonstrated that there was no statistical difference 
among the Lilly France, and Lantus-U.S. lots. The results from the second study 
showed the mean difference of relative potency between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots is 
0.51% (117.04%-116.53% = 0.51%), which is within the predefined acceptance criterion for 
the equivalence test of 11.42 discussed above. The ANOVA result demonstrated no statistical 
difference between Lilly France,  and Lantus-U.S. lots. Therefore, the historical results 
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from the first and second studies showed no statistical difference between LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. lots.  
 
The third study that used contemporary 6 LY2963016 and 5 Lantus-U.S. lots showed the mean 
difference of relative potency between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots is 1 % (116%-115% = 
1%), which is within the predefined acceptance criterion for the equivalence test of 11.42. The 
ANOVA result from the third study also showed no statistical difference between LY2963016 
and Lantus-U.S. lots.  
 
The potency ranges from three characterization studies above are summarized in the following 
Table. Note that, for each LY2963016 lot, the potency result from the characterization study 
and release testing was slightly different because of the method variability (see Section Quality 
Range Comparison). 
 

 Lot number of 
LY2963016: Lantus-U.S. 

Potency range of 
LY2963016 lots 

Potency range of Lantus-
U.S. lots 

The initial study 2:1 96.00 - 108.42% 107.98% 

The second study 6:3 112.17 - 121.17% 113.37 - 118.9% 

The third study 6:3 94.0 - 134.0% 109 - 125% 

Total  14:5 94 – 134% 107.98-125% 

Release data: LY2963016: 90-135%; Lantus-U.S. (QR): 104-122%  
 
In summary, the results from the historical and contemporary lots demonstrated that biological 
potency of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots is similar by the cell-based reporter assay based on 
the ANOVA test. Since the biological potency is used as an identity test, the observed difference 
in potency by the biological potency (Identity test) assay is not a concern.  
 

g. Biological Functionality Testing 
The biological functional activity of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. was compared using a panel of 
8 biological functional assays, including binding affinity of insulin receptor A and B (IR-A and IR-
B) and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) receptor, autophosphorylation of IR-A and IR-B, 
metabolic de novo lipogenesis activity, and mitogenic potential as shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.4.2-
1. The initial study was conducted using 3 Lantus-U.S. lots, 3 Lantus-E.U. lots, 3 Lilly France 
PPQ lots, and 3  PPQ lots. Since this initial evaluation involved pooling the Lantus-U.S. 
and Lantus-E.U. samples for analysis, it was not possible to separate the results.  
 
The second study was performed for biological functionality using the same 8 biological 
functional assays with the contemporary LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots, including 3 Lilly 
Indianapolis lots (D207529, D210703, and D201704), 2 Lilly France lots (D074638 and 
D076609), 5 Lantus-U.S. lots (0F7007A, 0F7006A, 0F7024A, 0F6985A, and 0F6979A). Each lot 
was tested with 4 independent runs on 4 different days, which resulting in a total of 20 
replicates for Lilly lots (2 Lilly France lots +3 Lilly Indianapolis lots) and 20 replicates for Lantus-
U.S. lots. Positive controls included biosynthetic human insulin (BHI), IGF-1, and AspB10 insulin. 
Binding affinity (Ki) and/or EC50 were measured, and differences between LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. lots were evaluated by a statistical comparison using Sidak and Holm-Bonferroni 
models on log-transformed data. The comparative results of the 8 biological functional assays 
are provided in study report in ENDO118. 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
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The results from the initial comparative biological functionality study were provided in the 
original NDA-/deemed BLA-205692 and the samples used in the study were pooled from 
Lantus-U.S. and Lantus-E.U. lots. Since Lantus-E.U. data is not needed for the CAA as discussed 
above and the comparability between the historical and contemporary LY2963016 lots has been 
demonstrated as discussed below, the comparative results from the initial comparative 
biological functionality study were not reviewed by the FDA assessor.  
 
The results for 8 functional assays in the second study are provided in eCTD Module 4 Non-
Clinical Study Reports ENDO118. All the Lilly France and Indianapolis lots used in the functional 
assays are either PPQ lots or commercial lots manufactured between 2019-2020 at
batch size. Three Lilly Indianapolis lots were manufactured at Indianapolis buildin and 2 
Lilly France lots were manufactured at Fegersheim, France.  
 
The individual means, lot means, manufacturing site means , and product 
geometric means, and SEM for IR-A binding affinity are shown in Tables 1 to 8 part A.  The 
individual results, geometric means, and SEM of 3 positive controls, and maximum and 
minimum signals, and current and overall minimum significant ratio (MSR) are shown in Tables 
1-8 part B. MSR values should be ≤ 3 for an assay to be considered validated. The statistical 
analysis results of comparison of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots based on an unadjusted p-
value and adjusted p-value using Sidak and Holm-Bonferroni methods are shown in Tables 1 to 
8 part C.  
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The statistical approach used by the Applicant in study report ENDO118 was evaluated by FDA 
CMC statisticians and found to be inappropriate because: 1) the absence of statistically 
significant difference does not imply equivalence or similarity; 2) the statistical power of the 
significance test to reject the null (no difference between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S.) is very 
low due to data from a limited number of batches. The CMC stats recommended use of quality 
range approach to compare the functionality data.  
 
In response to an IR, the Applicant provided the control chart data using the quality range 
method for comparison of in-vitro functionality assays between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. 
lots. The quality ranges of eight in-vitro functionality assays are provided below in Table Q3-1. 
The quality ranges were calculated as mean ± 3x SD. The multiplier of 3 was used based on 
99.73% of the data which is expected to be within the 99.865% and 0.00135%. The SD for 
each assay was calculated from a model with random lot effects fit to the Lantus-U.S. data. The 
Applicant indicated that EC50 and Ki for the in-vitro functionality assays are generally 
lognormally distributed. The SD and quality ranges were calculated based on the log scale first 
and the quality range limits were later anti-logged back to the nM scale. Graphical comparison 
(control charts) of EC50 and Ki provided were obtained by using 5 LY2963016 lots and 5 
Lantus-U.S. lots that were tested in 4 independent runs for each of the 8 in-vitro functionality 
assays.  
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Binding affinity of Insulin Receptor (IR) Isoforms A and B, and IGF-1 receptor  
Insulin stimulates signal transduction pathway by binding to the IRs or IGF-1 receptor. In-vitro 
receptor binding affinity (Ki) was measured using membrane preparations from Human 
embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells stably overexpressing the recombinant human insulin 
receptor (IR) A, IR-B, and IGF-1 receptor (IGF-1R). The Ki was determined from a competitive 
radioligand binding assay with either [125I]-labeled insulin or [125I]-labeled IGF-1. Graphical 
comparison of Ki of IR-A, IR-B, and IGF-1R between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots are 
provided in Figures Q3-1, Q3-2, and Q3-3 below, respectively.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Majority of Ki results of LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for IR-A binding 
assay. Only 2 out of 20 independent runs results were out of the quality range but these were 
on the margin of the limits, which was most likely due to method variability. Therefore, the 
graphical comparison results demonstrated that the IR-A binding affinity is similar between 
LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
All the Ki results of LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for IR-B binding assay. 
Therefore, the graphical comparison results demonstrated that the IR-B binding affinity is 
similar between LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
All the results of LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for IGF-1R binding assay. 
Therefore, the graphical comparison results demonstrated that the IGF-1R binding affinity is 
similar between LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots. 
 
In Vitro Insulin Receptor (IR-A and IR-B) Autophosphorylation 
The insulin receptor belongs to a large class of tyrosine kinase. Binding of the insulin receptor 
and an agonistic ligand triggers auto-phosphorylation of the tyrosine residues on the receptor β 
subunit, leading to the clustering of signaling proteins and activation of signaling pathway. IR 
phosphorylation was quantified by an ELISA assay, in which HEK293 cells were stably 
overexpressed with either IR-A or IR-B. Graphical comparison of EC50 for IR-A and IR-B 
autophosphorylation between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots are provided in Figures Q3-4 and 
Q3-5 below, respectively.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
All the results of LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for IR-A 
autophosphorylation assay. Therefore, the graphical comparison results demonstrated that the 
IR-A autophosphorylation is similar between LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Data from 19 of 20 LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for IR-B 
autophosphorylation assay. Only 1 independent run result was out of the quality range but it 
was on the margin of the upper limit, which was most likely due to the method variability. 
Therefore, the graphical comparison results demonstrated that the IR-B autophosphorylation is 
similar between LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots. 
 
Cell Proliferation Assay 
Binding of insulin and IGF-1 to their receptors can enhance DNA synthesis and cell proliferation. 
In vitro mitogenic potential/cell prefiltration (EC50) of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. was 
compared using both human Saos-2 osteosarcoma and rat H4IIE hepatoma cell lines.  
 

1. Human Saos-2 Osteosarcoma Cell Proliferation Assay 
The expression level of human IGF-1 receptor is 10 times higher than human IR in Saos-2 cells. 
The cell growth potential (mitogenicity) in the Saos-2 cells is more dependent on the IGF-1R 
signaling pathway than the IR signaling pathway. The Saos-2 cells were treated with 
LY2963016, Lantus-U.S., and positive controls (BHI, IGF-1, and AspB10 insulin) and cell growth 
was determined using a colorimetric read out of bio-reduced MTS reagent. The mitogenicity 
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comparison results in Saos-2 cells between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are provided in Table 
6C. Graphical comparison of EC50 of cell proliferation in Saos-2 cells between LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. lots are provided in Figure Q3-8 below.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
All the EC50 results of LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for cell proliferation 
assay in Saos-2 cells. Therefore, the graphical comparison results demonstrated that the 
mitogenicity potential is similar between LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots. 
 

2. Rat H4IIE Hepatoma Cell Proliferation Assay 
The rat H4IIE hepatoma cells express IR but lacks functional IGF-1R. The cell growth potential 
(mitogenicity) in the H4IIE cells is more dependent on the IR signaling pathway than the IGF-
1R signaling pathway. The H4IIE cells were treated with LY2963016, Lantus-U.S., and positive 
controls (BHI, IGF-1, and AspB10 insulin) and cell growth was determined using a colorimetric 
read out of bio-reduced MTS reagent. Graphical comparison of EC50 of cell proliferation in 
H4IIE cells between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots are provided in Figure Q3-7 below.  
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Majority of EC50 results of LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for cell 
proliferation assay in H4IIE cells. Only 3 out of 20 independent runs results were out of the 
quality range but they were all on the margin of the limits, which were most likely due to the 
known method variability of the cell-based assay. Therefore, the graphical comparison results 
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demonstrated that the mitogenicity potential is similar between LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. 
lots. 
 
In Vitro Metabolic Potential (EC50) by De Novo Lipogenesis in 3T3-L1 Cells 
Binding of insulin and IR can enhance metabolism, including protein synthesis in muscle, 
glycogen synthesis in liver, and lipogenesis in adipocytes. The metabolic potential was 
determined by de novo lipogenesis using differentiated mouse 3T3-L1 adipocytes. The 
differentiated 3T3-L1cells were treated with LY2963016, Lantus-U.S., and positive controls 
(BHI, IGF-1, and AspB10 insulin) and extraction of the newly synthesized triglycerides was 
determined using a Trilux 2450 Microbeta counter. The lipogenesis comparison results in 3T3-L1 
cells between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are provided in Table 8C. Graphical comparison of 
EC50 of metabolic potential in 3T3-L1 cells between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots are 
provided in Figure Q3-6 below. 
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
All the EC50 results of LY2963016 samples were within the quality range for de novo 
lipogenesis assay in 3T3-L1 cells. Therefore, the graphical comparison results demonstrated 
that the in vitro metabolic potential of LY2963016 lots and Lantus-U.S. lots is similar. 
 
Therapeutic Index (Mitogenic Potential/Metabolic Potential Ratio) 
In vitro therapeutic index was determined based on the mitogenic potential (EC50)/metabolic 
potential (EC50) ratios generated from results of the cell proliferation assays and de novo 
lipogenesis assays for the Saos-2 and H4IIE cells. The results of therapeutic index is 
summarized in Table below.   
 

Cells lots Therapeutic Index (mitogenicity potential 
(EC50) vs. metabolic potential (EC50) 
(confidence interval) 

Saos-2 cells LY2963016 0.167 (0.126, 0.204) 

Lantus-U.S. 0.135 (0.108, 0.169) 

H4IIE cells LY2963016 0.032 (0.026, 0.038) 

Lantus-U.S. 0.031 (0.026, 0.037) 

Assessor’s Comment: 
The in-vitro therapeutic index is a relative value. As shown in Table above, the difference in 
ratios for LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. for both the Saos-2 and H4IIE cells are not significant 
and therefore, the in-vitro therapeutic index between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots is highly 
similar. 
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3. Stability Studies 

Long-term (5˚C) and accelerated (30˚C) stability results were compared between LY2963016 
lots and Lantus-U.S. lots as part of CAA. The stability data were generated using 4 Lantus-U.S. 
lots, 10 Lilly France lots, 6  lots, and 6 Indianapolis lots as shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.6-1. 
The tested product attributes in the stability comparison include HPLC assay (potency), total 
impurities, HMWP, B chain [Asu3], metacresol, zinc, and pH. The stability results are shown in 
Tables 3.2.R.4.6-1-1 to 3.2.R.4.6.1-26. The long-term and accelerated graphical stability results 
are provided in Figures 3.2.R.4.6.2-1 to 3.2.R.4.6.2-7 below.  
 
HPLC Assay (Potency) 
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
As discussed above in Sections for Quality Range Comparison and Tertiary Structure, the 
potency of 4 Lantus-U.S. lots is slightly higher (2-3%) than the potency of LY2963016 lots at 
long-term (5˚C) and accelerated (30˚C) storage conditions and the difference was attributed to 
the presence of citrate in the Lantus-U.S. lots. The potency values of all DP lots tested for 
stability fall between 98% and 104%, and no significant changes were observed in the trending 
of potency values at various storage time. All the stability results at the long-term storage 
condition met the stability acceptance criteria. Therefore, the potency stability results 
demonstrated that LY2963016 is highly similar to Lantus-U.S. lots under both the long-term and 
accelerated storage conditions.   
 
Total Impurities 
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Assessor’s Comment: 
The levels of total impurities in Lantus-U.S. lots are slightly higher than those in LY2963016 lots 
at long-term (5˚C) and accelerated (30˚C) conditions. The level of total impurities in one of the 
U.S-Lantus lots under 5˚C is relatively higher than those in the rest of Lantus-U.S. lots, which is 
most likely due to the method variability. However, the stability results of this Lantus-U.S. lot at 
each time points met all the stability acceptance criteria. The rates of accumulation of the total 
impurities for LY1963016 lots are similar to Lantus-U.S. lots. All the stability results of 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots at the long-term storage condition met the stability acceptance 
criteria. Therefore, the stability results for total impurities demonstrated that LY2963016 is 
highly similar to Lantus-U.S. lots under the long-term and accelerated storage conditions.   
 
Specified Impurity B Chain [Asu3] 
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
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The B Chain [Asu3] stability results for all lots at the long-term storage condition met the 
stability acceptance criteria. The levels of B Chain [Asu3] in Lantus-U.S. lots are slightly higher 
than those in LY2963016 lots at both the long-term (5˚C) and accelerated (30˚C) conditions. 
The rate of change for the B Chain [Asu3] impurity for LY1963016 lots are similar to Lantus-
U.S. lots. Therefore, the stability results for B Chain [Asu3] impurity demonstrated that 
LY2963016 is highly similar to Lantus-U.S. lots under both the long-term and accelerated 
storage conditions. 
 
HMWP 
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Under the both long-term and accelerated conditions, the rate of increase of HMWP in 
LY1963016 lots is slightly higher than in Lantus-U.S. lots, and this difference was further 
investigated by the Applicant. The investigation result indicated that the HMWP formed was a 
dimer, which was formed by a condensation mechanism via an amide bond between B1 (Phe) 
and B13 (Glu). The difference in the rate of dimer formation was due to presence of citrate in 
Lantus-U.S. lots.

However, all the long-term HMWP stability results met the 
stability acceptance criterion of ≤0.5%. Therefore, the relatively higher levels of HMWP in 
LY2963016 lots compared to the Lantus-U.S. lots under the long-term storage condition are not 
expected to have negative impact on product quality and clinical performance.  
 
Metacresol 
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Assessor’s Comment: 
The rate of change for the metacresol in LY1963016 lots are similar to Lantus-U.S. lots. Under 
the long-term storage condition, the results at 12- and 18- month time points for one of the 
Lantus-U.S. lots were out of trend. However, this out of trend result was most likely either due 
to the method variability or analyst error because all the results at the other time points of this 
Lantus-U.S. lot met the DP release acceptance criterion (2.57-2.97 mg/mL) and the results for 
other three Lantus-U.S. lots were within expected trend. All the metacresol stability results at 
the long-term storage condition met the stability acceptance criteria. Therefore, the metacresol 
stability results demonstrated that LY2963016 is highly similar to Lantus-U.S. under the long-
term and accelerated storage conditions. 
 
Zinc 
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
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The rate of change for the Zinc content in LY2963016 lots are similar to Lantus-U.S. lots. All the 
Zinc stability results at the long-term storage condition met the stability acceptance criteria of 
(0.02-0.04 mg/100U). Therefore, the Zinc stability results demonstrated that LY2963016 is 
highly similar to Lantus-U.S. under both the long-term and accelerated storage conditions. 
 
pH 
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The rates of changes for the pH in LY1963016 lots are similar to Lantus-U.S. lots. All the pH 
stability results at the long-term storage condition met the stability acceptance criteria.  
 
In summary, the long-term and accelerated stability results demonstrated that the stability 
profiles between LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. is highly similar.  
 

4. Stress (Forced) Degradation Studies 
A comparative forced degradation study was conducted to compare the rates and pathways of 
degradation of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. products. LY2963016 DP lot A805787 and Lantus-
U.S. lot 40C259 were compared under high temperature (40°C), high and low pH, excess light, 
100% oxygen, freeze/thaw exposure, and chemical exposures (hydrogen peroxide and metals) 
and the summarized results are shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7-1 below. All these stress conditions 
are known to degrade the protein.   
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Assessor’s Comment: 
The DP lot A805787 (batch size is a demonstration lot manufactured by Lilly France and 
was used for the structural comparison in CAA. Lantus-U.S. lot 40C259 with an expiry date on 
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April 2012 was used in comparative chromatographic profile comparison and comparative 
stability study in the CAA. The stability indicating methods, such as appearance, HMWP, and 
total impurities were used for the comparison of degradation rate and pathway between 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. The detailed degradation conditions and results are discussed 
below. However, for metal exposure studies, no justification was provided as to why the 
concentrations of 20 ppm of Fe+3, Ni+2, and Cu+2 and 100 ppm Al+3 and Cr +3 metals were 
used in the forced degradation studies. In response to an IR, the Applicant indicated that the 
concentrations of metals used in the forced degradation studies were based on historical 
experience with other insulin products. The chosen concentrations are high enough to induce 
measurable levels of degradation but not so high to totally degrade the API peak. 
 
Thermal Degradation 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots were exposed to elevated temperature (40˚C) for 2 
weeks, and HMWP and total impurities were evaluated and compared to the samples stored at 
5˚C for 2 weeks. The thermal exposure results are provided in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.1-1 below.  

  
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
As shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.1-1 above, for both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots, HMWP and 
total impurities were significantly increased in response to the thermal stress. Based on the 
stressed stability results in Section S.7.3, mechanism of degradation in response to thermal 
stress is deamidation and aggregation. The deamidation includes increased impurities for B 
chain [Asu3] and B chain [Gln4→Glu4], and aggregation is reflected as a result of dimer 
formation. Heat treated LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples showed comparable increases in 
HMWP levels (0.16 % vs. 0.14 %) as well as in total impurities (1.38% vs. 1.4%). Therefore, 
the thermal stress results demonstrated that the degradation profile of LY2963016 is highly 
similar to Lantus-U.S. 
 
pH Exposure 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots were pH adjusted to pH 2, 5.5, and 8 with HCl or NaOH 
and exposed for 2 weeks at 40˚C, and HMWP and total impurities were evaluated and 
compared to the samples without pH adjustment stored at 40˚C for 2 weeks. The results are 
provided in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.2-1. At pH 2, the low pH and thermal stress resulted in significant 
increase in total impurities but no change for HMWP. The RP-HPLC chromatograms indicated 
the degradation was associated with deamidation at B chain Gln4, A chain Gln15, and A chain 
Asn18 (Figure 3.2.R.4.2.7.2-1). There was no increase in aggregate formation as shown in SE-
HPLC chromatograms (Figure 3.2.R.4.2.7.2-2).  At pH 5.5, both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. 
samples showed a white grainy precipitate after 2 weeks at 40˚C because isoelectric point (pI) 
of 6.8 was approaching. A moderate increase in both HMWP and total impurities was observed. 
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RP-HPLC chromatograms indicated that one of primary impurities was a deamidation at B chain 
[Asn3]. Dimer was the main HMWP detected by SE-HPLC. At pH 8.0, both LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. samples showed a significant degradation, and a highly viscous, gel-like solution 
was observed. Quantitative results were not reported because significantly irreversible 
degradation occurred at pH 8.0.  

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
At pH 2 and 5.5, a transition of deamidation from Gln to Asn was observed and consistent with 
reports in literature that Gln deamidation is favored at low pH conditions. Both LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. samples showed similar content of total impurities and HMWP, as well as similar 
physical appearance at pH 2, 5.5, and 8. Therefore, under pH stress conditions the degradation 
profile of LY2963016 is highly similar to Lantus-U.S. 
 
Light Exposure 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots were exposed to 100% or 20 % of ICH Q1B light 
exposure conditions at ≤ 25˚C, which is corresponding to 1.23 million Lux-hours of visible light 
/568 Watt-hours/m2 of UV light, and 248 K Lux-house of visible light/114 Watt-hours/m2 of UV 
light exposure, respectively. Levels of HMWP and total impurities were evaluated, and results 
are provided in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.3-1.  

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Gradually increased levels of HMWP and total impurities were observed in terms of light 
intensity for both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples but there’s no change to the physical 
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appearance. LY2963016 lot displayed lower levels of HMWP and total impurities than those in 
Lantus-U.S. lot. The applicant indicated that predominant form of degradation was aggregation 
for both products based on RP-HPLC and SE-HPLC chromatograms. Therefore, the photo stress 
results demonstrated that the degradation profile of LY2963016 is highly similar to Lantus-U.S. 
 
Oxygen Exposure 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots were exposed to 100% or 20 % O2 (air headspace) for 2 
weeks at 40˚C to evaluate the impact of oxygen headspace on product quality. The results for 
HMWP and total impurities were shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.4-1. 
 

 
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The 21% O2 represented the normal atmospheric air and the 100% O2 represented the worst-
case condition.  Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples exposed to 100% Q2 showed slightly 
increased levels of HMWP and total impurities compared to the samples exposed to 21% O2. 
There’s no change to the physical appearance in response to 100% or 21% Q2. LY2963016 lot 
displayed lower levels of HMWP and total impurities than those in Lantus-U.S. lot. Therefore, 
the oxygen stress results demonstrated that the degradation profile of LY2963016 is highly 
similar to Lantus-U.S. 
 
Freeze/Thaw Exposure 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots were subjected to freeze/thaw cycles to evaluate the 
impact on product quality. The samples were placed at -20˚C for 16 hours and then 
equilibrated to room temperature, and this process was repeated for 5 cycles. The results for 
HMWP and total impurities were shown in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.4-1. 
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Assessor’s Comments: 
The Applicant indicated that although white particles were observed in both LY2963016 and 
Lantus products during the thaw process, the white particles were dissolved when the samples 
reached room temperature. The final solutions of both products were clear and colorless after 
each freeze/thaw cycle. No difference in HMWP and total impurities was observed between the 
controls and the samples that underwent 5 freeze/thaw cycles. The results from up to 5 
freeze/thaw cycles demonstrated that freeze/thaw has no adverse impact on product quality. 
Therefore, the degradation profile of LY2963016 is highly similar to Lantus-U.S. in terms of the 
freeze/thaw process.  
 
Chemical Degradation 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples were treated with hydrogen peroxide and different 
metals and the samples were placed at 40˚C for 2 weeks. The results are provided in Table 
3.2.R.4.2.7.6-1.  
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Hydrogen Peroxide 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples were exposed to 500 ppm H2O2. HMWP and total 
impurities were measured by SE-HPLC and RP-HPLC, respectively. Both samples showed 
increased levels of HMWP associated with noticeably viscous solutions compared to the controls 
(see Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.6-1 above).  
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus products showed similar increase in levels of HMWP. However, the 
levels of total impurities in LY2963016 and Lantus were slightly different (14.93% vs. 9.94 %).   
In response to an IR, the Applicant stated the residual citrate in Lantus-U.S. reduces the 
formation of dimer relative to LY2963016. The justification is reasonable and is acceptable.    
 
Metal Exposure 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples were exposed to Nickel (Ni+2), Copper (Cu+2), 
Aluminum (Al+3), Chromium (Cr+3), and Iron (Fe+3) metal elements. 
 
Nickel, Copper, and Aluminum Exposure 
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Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples were exposed to 20 ppm Ni+2, 20 ppm Cu+2, and 100 
ppm Al+3. Neither LY2963016 nor Lantus-U.S. samples showed any significant increase in 
HMWP or total impurities or any change to the physical appearance (Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.6-1).  
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
Nickel, iron, chromium, copper, and aluminum are components of the alloy used for the 
manufacture of stainless-steel bioreactors. Nickel, iron, chromium, copper, and aluminum metal 
ions could be released from the stainless steel bioreactors. The iron and nickel are 
released at rates more than 300 time lower from the alloy compared with the pure metals 
whereas the release rate of chromium is similar to iron and nickel (J Environ Monit 2008 10 (9): 
1092-1098). The copper, nickel, and aluminum exposure only induced slight increases in HMWP 
and total impurities. The results demonstrated that degradation profiles are similar between 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples in response to copper, nickel, and aluminum exposure.  
 
Chromium (Cr+3) Exposure 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples were treated with 100 ppm Cr+3. Significant increases 
in HMWP and total impurities were observed for LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. lots as shown in 
Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.6-1. RP-HPLC analysis indicated a significant increase in peaks eluting in the 
gradient region (65-80 mins), which is consistent with aggregation (Figures 3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.4-
1). SE-HPLC chromatograms showed that the major degradation pathway of the product was 
aggregation, including dimers and oligomers (3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.4-2).  
 
Assessor’s Comment: 
The results indicated that aggregation was a major degradation pathway for both LY2963016 
and Lantus-U.S. products in response to Chromium. Both products exhibited similar increases in 
the amount of HMWP and total impurities when exposed to Cr+3. Therefore, the results 
demonstrated that the degradation pathways of LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. are highly similar 
when exposed to Cr+3. 
 
Iron (Fe+3) Exposure 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples were treated with 20 ppm Fe+3. A significant 
degradation was observed for both products and their degradation profiles were different based 
on physical appearance and the chromatographic data shown in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.5-1 
(RP-HPLC) and 3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.5-2 (SE-HPLC). After exposure to Fe+3, LY2963016 samples 
appeared yellow in color with no precipitate while Lantus-U.S. samples showed precipitated 
material with no change in solution color. Both RP-HPLC and SE-HPLC analyses showed high 
levels of HMWP as a result of increased oligomers. Also, a slight increase in total impurities was 
observed.  
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Assessor’s Comment: 
On exposure to Fe3+ ions, both RP-HPLC and SE-HPLC assays exhibited high levels of HMWP 
and a small increase in impurities. The SE-HPLC chromatography of LY2963016 showed high 
levels of oligomer, indicating the major degradation pathway is aggregation. The SE-HPLC 
chromatography of Lantus-U.S. samples exhibited an atypical peak after meta-cresol. It is 
possible that due to precipitation of Lantus-U.S. The aggregated proteins did not enter the 
HPLC column and therefore, the results were not reported for Lantus-U.S. samples. The results 
from additional studies demonstrated that the difference in chromatographical profile between 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. was due to the presence of citrate in Lantus-U.S.  
 
Supplemental Iron Exposure Studies 
Several studies were performed to further evaluate the impact of iron on the degradation of 
LY2963016. 
 
Confirmation of the 20 ppm Fe3+ Results, Impact of Fe0 and Fe2+ 

An iron spiking study was performed using F0 (source: iron shavings), F2+ and Fe3+. Both 
LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples were spiked with each form of iron to 20 ppm at 40˚C for 
two weeks. The samples treated without iron at 5˚C and 40˚C were used as negative controls. 
Physical appearance, HMWP, and total impurities were measured by RP-HPLC and/or SE-HPLC 
methods.  Results of the iron spiking study are summarized in Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.5-1. 
Chromatograms of RP-HPLC and SE-HPLC are shown in Figures 3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.5-1 and 
3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.5-2, respectively.  
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Assessor’s Comments: 
Both LY2963016 and Lantus-U.S. samples showed degradation in response to each form of iron. 
Compared to the negative controls, LY296016 showed significant aggregation but remained 
clear colorless/yellow solution while Lantus-U.S. appeared white cloudy solution with significant 
amount of precipitation. In Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.5-1, both HMWP and total impurities in 
LY2963016 samples were significantly increased in response to Fe0, Fe2+ and Fe3+. Since the 
precipitates from Lantus-U.S. samples might not enter or pass through the  columns, the 
chromatograms showed the levels of HMWP and total impurities in Lantus-U.S. samples were 
lower than those in LY2963016 samples and nominal results for the Lantus-U.S. samples were 
not reported (Table 3.2.R.4.2.7.6.2.5-1). The Applicant indicated that citrate might be a 
potential contributing factor for the differences in HMWP, total impurities or precipitates and a 
subsequent study was performed as discussed below.  
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In summary, the comparative forced degradation results demonstrate that LY2963016 and 
Lantus-U.S. exhibit similar degradation profiles in response to thermal, high and low pH, light, 
oxygen, freeze/thaw, and chemical (hydrogen peroxide and metals) stress conditions. 
 
Conclusion 
Results from the CAA support a determination that that LY2963016 is highly similar to Lantus-
U.S.  
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